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New Enrollment Largest In History

FEBRUARY, 1946

BETTY EVANS
NEW CLASS
HOURS FORMED
CHOSEN QUEEN

.------------------------
200 Veterans to Start Classes ' NEW DEAN OF
In February

There is a radical increase in
the number of students this term
Miss Betty Evans was chosen
On February 25, the largest
over that of any term in the his Campus Queen at the annual dance
number of students to enter
tory of Bryant College. Because of of Tau Epsilon and Kappa Delta
Bryant College at the mid-year
Mrs. Dorothy Robinson has been this, a special schedule of classes Kappa.
After a short
term will be passing under the named Dean of Women and Guid was instituted to accommodate this
arch way. With over 200 veterans ance Councilor here at Bryant.
increase.
As of last term there
speech Robert
sign ed up for the Business Admin
Mrs. Robinson has had a great were three divisions in the B. A.
Arzuyan
p reistration, Accountancy and finance, deal of experience in this line for Depar tment. Now there are four
sented
the
and refresher courses and at least she was connected w ith the Provi arran ged in early and late sesQueen with a
50 other enrollee!' for the ecre dence School Department of Guid sions. Included in this change will
crown of Red
taria d epartment our school is ance and Cou nciling for a number be an early session for the veterans
Roses. Upon re
h avi n g a difficult time to find of years, as weir as three years in taking a refresher course.
The
ceiving
the
housing space for ir s many ou t-of the same capacity at Mt. Pleasant schedule of the students under the
crown and with
tow n students. T,his large en roll High School.
Secretarial and Executive Secre
genuine modes
ment w ill also affect the Sep1em
A native of P rovidence, Mrs. taria l a nd
Teachers Training
ty Betty polite
ber enrollment.
Robinson attendea Pembroke Co' course wIll n .mam he SUIDe.
ly sa id , "tbank
Never in the history of the lege and from the l'e she recieved
The stud n ts under the classlfl
you very
ca tion of the B. A. Department,
school have so many students en her Masters Degree.
much. Now I'd
rolled at the mid-year term. This
During the inter view Mrs. Rob September freshmen, Division I,
better s t e p
year's enrollment is an all-time inson stated that she was very will start at 8:30 a. m. and con down before I fall down."
record. These students are from all much impressed with Bryant Col tinue until 1 p . m .
September
Betty is a junior in the Commer
parts of the United States.
Very lege and with the new idea of freshmen, Divisions II and III, will cial Teachers Training Division, a
few come . from Providence or guidance counciling that is being start at 10 a . m . and continue un member of Sigma Iota Chi Soror
near-by areas.
There are even en acted here.
She went on to ex til 3:15 p. m.
The September ity, Vice President of the Newman
several students from out of the plain that guidance counciling is seniors under the B . A. Depart Club and a member of Beta Chi
country to add to the college melt intended .t o help the girls .to be ment will start at 8:30 and end at Tau.
She is a very industrious
ing pot.
There is a girl from the come acchmated to college hfe and 1:45 p m . February seniors will student and is working her way
P anama Canal Zone and another through advice to live happier and start at 10 a. m . and continue until through college in the capacity of
from Iceland.
I more successful lives.
3:15 p. m .
helper in the cafeteria.
The housing shortage is even af
At the present time Mrs . RobinThe four divisions of incoming
The other contestants for the
fecting
college enrollment
as son's office is l?cated in what was freshme!'l under the B. A,. ?epart honor of becoming Campus Queen
Bryant officials are having diffi formerly the hbrary wher e she ment WIll also. have a dlvls~on of were, Vivian
Thurston, Emily
culty in placing their out-of-town may be found Tuesda~s, Wednes- classes.
It wIll be ~ccordmg to Horeman and Jean Murray.
students in suitable living quar days, and Thursday. It IS hoped by the early and lat.e .s~sslOns. F.ebru
ters. This shortage is affecting the the college. that all the women ary freshmen D.lvlslon I, wdl be
many in-coming Veterans who are st~dent · will. take adv~ntage . of early. ~lasses Will start at 8:30 a.
married 'and want to find living thiS opportumty to receIve adVice m. until 1'45 p. m . F ebruary fresh
quarters for themselves and their and ~uidance through their col- mel,l, division .11, will be late and
wives.
Classes will probably be lege hfe.
their classes WIll start at 10:45 w~th
filled to capacity as limited space
the exception of one day which
.
prevents the making of smaller
will start at 10 o'clock. This will
The annual ~tar Crest Festival
class groups. With a large teach
continue until 3:15.
Division III ' sponsored by SIgma. Iota Beta and
ing staff the College is trying to
will be early. Classes will start at hBer brot~lelrbfr~tel~l~ bBeta I~~
8:30 a. m . until 1 p. m. Division IV
combat the necessity of large
eta WI. e e
. e ruary
,
classes due to the limited space
will be neither early nor late. 1946, at 8.00 p. m. m the Bryant
available
Work on The Ledger, the annual Classes will start at 9:15 until 2:30. Gym.
.
.
. .
Bryant College year book has be
The freshman refresher courses
The SOCial commIttee beaded by
(Contmued on Page 4)
gun according to members of the will be approximately the same Herbert. Page have annou~ced that
staff. Since this year brings with except that classes will stal't at there wI.ll be an ou~tandmg floor
it peace The Ledger promises to 8'30 a
m
unless last-minute show, WIth the musIc conducted by
be one of the finest books yet to ch anges' are ·made.
the
"Music
Mast~r"
himself
be seenon the Bryant Campus.
Tommy Masso and hIS orchestra.
The members of The Ledge1'
For the past two years Sigma
Staff are: Co-Editors, Jean Drosd
Iota Beta and Beta Iota Beta have
and Edmund Clegg; Photography,
held danct.s which have been very
Craig Edgar and Betty Roux Dorothy Olter; Literary, Robert
successful both socially and finan
have taken their first big step to Birt, Dorothy Stewart, Lucille
cially.
Therefore if anyone u
gether.
Recently,
Betty
an Gotsell, Bernadine
McCrudden,
Beatrice Hirt, a first year Ac seeking a night that will be filled
nnounced her engagement to Craig Colette Dickey, Betty Guidette, countancy and Finance student, with enjoyable entertainment, at
and at the same time, she stated and June Steiner; Reportorial, was announced as winner of the tending the Star Crest Festival
their intentions of taking the Ruth Adamson, Joyce Finney, I $5.00 award given to the student will make that night come true.
second and final step, the wedding, Mary Vales, Clara Lewis, Gladys who s ubmitted the best name for
Tickets for the dance, which are
during Craig's summer vacation Aranosian, Florence Rosen, Natalie the college newspaper.
75c, may be obtained from any
this August.
Pino and Mary Cogswell; Advertis
The contest was sponsored by member of the sorority or fratern
Betty Roux is a member of the ing, Mildred Valenta, Henry Zinno, members of the staff in an effort ity otherwise you may buy them at
Rhode Island School of Design, Gilbert Corva; Art, E thel Wexler, to obtain a name for the paper. the door.
class of '49, where she is major Robert LeBlanc, Roland P aris.
The entries were judged on th eir --------------------------ing in Commercial Art. She is also
The members of the Staff w ould originality and their em phasis on the tudents pass to and from
active in the College Dramatic So like to have announced t hat if some p h ases of Bryant life.
classes, they also gather here to
ciety.
there ar e any studen ts who would
After considering a nd votin g on comment· on their studies, their
Craig Edgar is a fi rst year teach like snapshots published in t he the six tv-fou r ent ries submitted teache rs, campus gossip in general.
er training students here at Bryant. year book , please giv e them to the judges decided that Miss Hirt'~
The Ar chway with both its
He .is an active. member of Tau j Miss Dorothy Olter. Once p ictures entr • The Ar ch way, was the best meanin gs signifies the imp ortant
Ephson Fratermty and Exchange are rece ived, they a re not return  because und er th is p op ular place. place it holds In the college life a t
ble.
located at the en d of Sout h Hall, Bryant.
M anager of tbe Arch way.

WOMEN NAMED

I

I

I

TO HOLD STAR
CREST FESTIVAL

YEAR BOO
K
STAFF NAMED

Their First Big
Step Together

NTEST WINNER
IS ANNOUNCED
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It's Your Paper
The Archway Staff presents to
you. the students of Bryant Col
lege the first issue of the new stu
dent publication that will be pub
lished on the first day of every
month throughout the college year.
Each and every student is in
vited to contribute news items,
poems, classroom jokes, or any
other material that you would like
to have printed in the paper. These
contributions along with any let
ters to the editor that you may wish
to have published may be given to
any member of the staff or deposit
ed in the News box. All material
submitted that can possibly be used
will be published as received.
Students, this paper is printed
for you with the staff as your rep
resentatives. It is with this idea
that we sincerely urge you to sub
mit any suggestions or criticisms
that you have to offer. The staff
cannot publish a paper that will
meet with your approval unless
you will give it your help and
whole-hearted support.
I am sure that with the com
plete support of the student body
backing the untiring efforts of the
staff that the Archway will be a
paper that we all can be proud of.
-Editor

ROBERT TAYLOR?
ALAN LADD?
Are you interested in becoming
anyone of these famous personal
ities? If you are, the MASQUE RS
will give you your chance.
The dramatic club of Bryant
College is desperately in need of
actors.
Even if you have never
acted before in your life, you are
still eligible to join and participate
in our social activities.
Why not be game and give your
name to Miss Bucolo. She will be
happy to furnish you with further
information about this organiza
tion.
Caste is the mark of an edu
cated man, imagination the sign of
a productive man, and emotional
balance the token of a mature
man.

• • •

The reason that cupid makes so
many bad shots is because he is
aiming at the heart and looking at
the hosiery.

.

.

Phi Sigma Nu
With the advent of peace and the
increasing enrollment of returning
veterans
the
fraternities
.on
campus are returning to prewar
strength. Phi Sigma N\!, as it has
beenin the past, is once again the
most prominent and largest organ
ization on the campus.
Under the capable leadership of
its officers: John Lindia, Presid('nl ;
Philip Clegg, Treasurer; Robert
Birt, Asst. Treasurer; and Charles
Clayton, Sgt. at Arms. Phi Sigma
Nu started the new college year by
taking the lead in the social life
of the college. On December 7, the
fraternity and its sister sorority
Sigma Iota Chi gave a dinner
dance for the pledgees at the Wan
namoisett Country
Club.
Our
faculty advisors Mr. Vinal and Mr.
O'Brien entertained everyone with
their ready and nimble wit.
Now that the fraternity is back
to prewar standards it intends to
return to its policy of semi-annual
elections. A dinner at which the
new officers for the next period
will be elected. is to take place in
the near future .
The Newman Club
The Newman Club, which holds
its formal meetings on the second
Wednesday
of
each
month.
promises to be very interesting at
its next meeting in February.
Father Kelley, the moderator of
the organization will be the speak
er and his subject will be "The
Catholic Concept of Marriage."
Also at this meeting the question
box will be inaugurated.
All members will be urged to
write on slips of paper questions
pertaining to any particular phase
of religion they may wish to have
clarified. The slips will be inserted
into a box and handed to Father
Kelley who will answer the ques
tions after the topic for the eve
ning has been discussed.
As at our past meetings a social
hour with dancing and refresh
ments fQllow the meeting. Every-

Justice O'Connell
Speaks at Assembly
At the January 4th Assembly
Jersmiah O'Connell, the Chief Jus
tice of the Rhode Island Superior
Court spoke on the subject of "Im
portant things you should know
about your Law."
During his talk Judge O'Connell
outlined the judicial branches of
Rhode Island's Government and
spoke briefly on each one. He also
took a Hypothetical case and
pointed out the facts that a jury
has to be able to determine.
After outlining his talk to the
assembled students, Judge O'Con
nell continued with a more de
tailed explanation of the court
system by explaining that there
are twelve District Courts ' in
Rhode Island.
These courts are
spread so as to be able to cover
the entire state. These courts do
not haye a jury, but they have the
authOrity to try cases amounting
to not more than $1000, also one
year in prison is the stiffest sen
tence that they may impose.
The Superior Court consists of
eleven judges, tEm associate judges
~nd one. presiding judge.
These
Judges SIt anywhere in the state
(Continued on Page

4)

February, 1946

Coming Assemblies
Dr. Israel Goldman
On February 14, Doctor Israel
Goldman will address the students
of Bryant College. His subject will
be "The Importance of Vision for
a Successful Life."
Doctor Goldman. Rabbi of the
Temple Emanuel for the past fif
teen
years, is widely
known
throughout Providence as a very
able speaker.
For many years he
has made a study of the im
portance of vision in helping
young men and women prepare
for successful lives.
This assemble, the last one of the
semester will terminate the second
series of lectures given at Bryant
College.

one is welcome and new members
will be accepted.
Sigma Iota Chi
The Wanimosset Country Club
of Rumford was the setting for the
annual Pledgee Formal of Sigma
Iota Chi and Phi Sigma Nu held
on December 7. Miss Ethel Crosby,
a National Officer of Sigma Iota
Chi from Hinsdale, New York, was
a guest along with Miss Clara
Blaney, our Sponsor. Claire Mes
singer, President was the toast
mistress for the sorority while
John Linda was the toastmaster
for the fraternity.
Betty Evans, who was Treasurer
of Sigma Iota Chi last year, was
crowned Campus Queen at the
Tau-Epsilon-Kappa Delta Kappa
dance held January 12. Last year
Bryant's Campus Queen was also
a Sigma Chi girl, Shirley Carpen
ter.
Watch out! Appendicitis is in the
~ir, for awhile at seemed contag
l<;Jus-Our President, Claire Mes
slOger was the first victim. Two
days later, Pat Quinn was rusl\ed
to St. Joseph's Hospital with an
acute case. Both Claire and Pat are
doing fine now and it won't be
long before they will be back in
school with-Good luck to both of
you.
Beta Iota Beta
.The Beta Iota Beta Fraternity
WIshes to extend their congratula
tions to George Kane on the birth
of a son, George Edward Kane Jr.
Where are those cigars, Pop???
What's this "Doc Babe" Jacobs
being chased by E. B., and almost
caught-CongratulaUons to P. C.
for his die-in-attempt-manner to
~e ori~inal-"Al" Daley. our pres
Ident IS determined to make good
~itizens of its members by enforc
109 a congressional form of pro
~el~ure at all meetings. Nice going,
Many thanks to Professor Handy
from the B. I. B. Basketball team
for his fine display in showing the
boys how to make those side-shot
baskets.
The B. I. B. and S. I. B. annual
formal dinner dance will be held
at the Hotel Narragansett, Febru
ary 22. A well planned program
has beet,l arranged. The music will
be prOVIded by Tommy Masso and
Orchestra.
A word of appreciation from the
B. I. B. fraternity to the Student
Council for their fine work-Con
gratu~ations to a fonner B. I. B.
who IS that way about R. B.
Sigma Iota Beta
The pledgee dinner dance formal
of Sigma Iota Beta to be held at
the Metacomet Country Club will
mark the second anniversary of
(Continued on Page

4)

HQve You Met?

Holmsteinn Steingrimsson
Holmsteinn Steingrimsson ar
rived in the States on the tenth of
September last after a pleasant
plane trip from his native Iceland.
All his thoughts were directed to
ward his two years ahead-a new
people, a new language, a new
land.
Indeed, the future held
great promise, for college life un
doubtedly would prove most in
teresting. Now that several months
have passed,
Holmsteinn
feels
quite acclimated; he is rapidly
mastering a language which was
completely new to him and is
looking forward to many happy
profitable months. For those wh~
are not familiar with his home
land, Holmsteinn offers the fol
lowing high points of interest.
- Iceland which formerly belonged
to Denmark but has been an inde
pendent country since 1944 num
bers about 130,
000 in popula
tion. The lan
guage spoken is
Icelandic which
is the original
language of the
Scandanavi a n
countries.
Although
the
name
would
lead one to be
lieve otherwise,
Holms t e inn
maintains that
during the winter it is colder here
in New England than in his home
land; however the summers are
much cooler there. A very unique
feature of Iceland is the Hot
Springs which by connecting pipes
furnish heat and hot water to the
houses.
The capital city of Ice
land, Reykjevik, is heated entire
ly this way.
Social life in Iceland is centered
chiefly around sports. In the win
ter, skiing and skating resign as
the monarchial dignitaries of the
sports world. Every town and vil
lage has societies composed, for
the most part, of young people who
so ardently love the athletic life
that their one desire is to live out
under the blue heavens. On week
ends these young people go into
the country for skiing and skating.
These societies
own mountain
lodges which are used for dancing
and other social activities. In the
summer, the public interest is held
primarily by football; hQ..wever
there are many swimming enthus
iasts.
Most of the movies shown
in Iceland are from either Amer
ica or Sweden; the Icelanders are
not very great movie goers how
ever.
There are several hotels
and clubs where nne may dance'
in all the hotels there are tw~
ballrooms, one is reserved for
those who prefer the national
dances of Iceland while the other
accommodates those more inclined
to modernism.
Holmsteinn, who is pursuing the
course in Accountancy and Fi
nance, hopes on completion of his
College career to return to his
native land where he will assume
responsibilities in the business life
of Iceland.

-----
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As the Seniors of 1946 looked
back at their beloved Bryant years,
they realized that for a small school
just recovering from the war, Bry
ant College had a lot to offer. Based
in Providence, RI, the small busi
ness school was starting to grow
again as veterans came back from
the war. The graduating class uf
1946 consisted of 228 people ; only
19 of them were male. creating a I
to 12 ratio of women to men. Ex
ecutive Secretary was the oream of
most 01 the female graduates, alung
with a hushand and family. The
campus was made up (I f ninl' huild-

ings providing teaching space for
the twenty-eight faculty members.
The President, Henry L. Jacob,
who had pointed the school in a
strong business direction many
years ago, stuck it through for the
lean years. By 1946, enrollment of
the incoming classes had nearly
doubled from what it had been dur
ing the war. Bryant now offered
"refresher courses", which catered
to veterans who had been out of
school for 4-5 years.
Due to the red uced numbers in
enro ll men t durin g the war, extra
curri ular activities also seemed
s lim. For sports there Were intramu
ral basketball teams, on which the
wome n outnumbered the men. An

Volume 64 Number 19

Introducing the
Tuskegee Ainnen

Looking Back at 1946
ialline ChampigllY
Archway Staff Writer

.--=-=-- - - -'"

honor society called The Key, a
Glee CI ub/Orchestra and a group of
actors called The Masquers were
also organizations on campus.
Greek Life was extremely differ
ent , there were six sororities and six
fraternities. Looking at the graduat
ing class, it seemed as if 70% be
longed to a Greek organization. There
was a Student Activities Council to
coordinate everything and, last ofall,
a schoo l paper called The Archway .
As the years progressed enroll 
ment went up along with the activi
ties on campus. The year 1946 was
the beginning ora rebirth for Bryan t
College, as it would move on to
hecome as rcspe ted as it is today ,
fifty years later.

Kenneth C. Wakefield
Arch way Staff Writer

•

•

In celebration of African Ameri
can History Month, the Tuskegee
Aimlen were on campus Sunday,
February 25, 1996. The were the
first group of Black fighters to be
come enlisted in the US Air Force.
The HBO movie was shown with a
panel disl'lIssion afterwards, in
which multitudes of war veterans
shared their unique histories in the
armed services .
The Tuskegee Ainnen were an
experiment utilIzed to al le via te the
need for more overseas aviator~ .
The name 'Tuskegee Airmen " was
derived from the army a irfield ncar
Tuskegee, Alabama, at which they
initiall y trai ned . The re was little
govern ment ~o n fiuen ce in this
g roup llf young men , de s pite the
Iac t tha t \11ost If them had scon:d
ill the high ')0'5 on theI r e ntra nce

IFC and Panhellenic elect
new E-Board members

eX UIllS,

Stephl'll TlIlly
PlIhlic Relatio/ls Chairman IFe

•

The new IFC Executive Board is
getting IT to a very husy start. We
arc pleased to announce the new E
board: Rohert Wall, President; Joe
Kennedy, Vice-President; Ro h
Croteau, Treasurer; James Dow,
Rush Chainnan; Pete Gallinelli,
Secretary; Ian Kennaway, Scholar
ship Chairman; and Stephen Tully,
Public Relations Chairman.
We would also like to extend our
congratulations to the Panhellenic
Council's new Executive Board as
well: Ji II Quatrale, President;
MicheleChambers, Vice-President;
Maureen Murphy, Secretary; and

Jen Mac Do nald, Treasurer. Con
gratu lntions to a ll!
Last weekend was a busy week
end for both E-Boards in our nation ' s
capital. The leadership skills they
learned will hope fully help us all.
Mark your calendars; the week
end of March 23 will be Greek
Weekend. Many (Ictivities are be
ing planned, including the Greek
Banquet, which will also be the
awards ceremony. As of now, we
are trying to have the banquet on
Sunday, March 24. However, this is
subject to change-stay tuned!
At our last meeting we were vis
ited by Residence Life, If anyone
has any questions and/or concerns
please contact the Residence Life

Lad., of ~lI pp ort was evident in
the insufficient supplies pro vided
and a reluctance to send them into
combat. After hea vy persuasion, the
ainnen were sent overseas on a mis
sion to escort bombers; the results
were astonishing . Before long, their

Office at extension x6140 or go
directly to Doml 6 to see them.
IFC d ues arc due by March 5.
They arc ten do ll ars per brother;
please ge t them in as soon as pos
sible, for they arc impornmt to the suc
cess of the banquet and the weekend.
Also discussed at our last meet
ing was the judicial board hearings.
All chapters in question will be no
tified soon.
Order of Omega appl ications are
now available in the Office of Stu
dent Activities.
We \1 also like to welcome the
new Theta Phi Alpha class to the
Greek community, way to go! Stay
tuned for further notes, announce
ments, ramblings, and nothings.

impeccable record preceded them
and brought about direct requests
for their services.
When they arri ved overseas,
four squadrons combined to form
the 332nd Fighter Group. they
became known as the Redtails
because of the paint scheme on
the sides of their planes. G e rman
pilots called them "Schw a rze
Voge lmenchen," literally trans
lated as "Black Birdmen ."
Overall, the Tuskegee A irmen
earned I50 Distinguis hed Flying
Crosses, nu me rou s Legions of
Merit. the Red Star of Yugosla
via, and the presidential Unit Ci 
tation . The obstacles faced by
them were nut eno ugh to snuff
out their inner tl ames of p er~is 
tencc.
Nevertheless, d iscri m III at ion
prevai led long a fter the T uskegee
Airmen 's succe s in Worl d War
II. 01. Roach o f the Tusk gee
Airmen remai n U in the Air Force
reserves for fo rty years . E ventu
ally , things worke d o ut for h im ,
and he becam e the first Black
Deputy Regional Director of the
New England FAA. Also, Air
man Dave Harris became Ameri
can Airlines' first Black pilot.
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Jen Carvalho, Kiesha Gaillard, Katrina Gathers, and Majorie Matteis
preform during Extravaganza Night which washeld on Saturday.
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Colonel John Roach describes his flight experience.
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My, my, my, how things have metamor
phosed at Bryant over the past five de
cades. Starting out as Brown University's
neighboring business college in Providence,
Bryant College was originally called Bry
ant-Stratton Business School. In the fall of
1971, the entire campus was relocated to
the Tupper Campus in Smithfield.
Major events of the past seem so unap
proachable in today 's standards. Students
and faculty went on strike in the spring of
1975, due the fear they felt for the then
current administration. At that time, Dr.
Harry Evarts was President of the college.
He immediately evoked Student Senate
resignations left and right upon his taking
office (perhaps the wrong term). His men
tion of violence as a more effective ap
proach to problems than peaceful negotia
tions eventually brought about the uprising
of the entire campus community.
Would it be possible for something of this
sort to happen in today's day and age? It is
hard to say unless we are placed in a similar
situation. I'd like to hope that fearless dic
tators in similar fashion to Josef Stalin or
Adolf Hitler will never again be given the
chance to provoke ideological support, but
persuasive powers and strong public sup
port are apt to obscure ulterior motives. Of
course, Dr. Harry Evarts was no Hitler, but
his methods of power came as quite a shock
to the Bryant community.
Obviously, those on the Presidential
Search Committee who selected Dr. Evarts
did not see him as a direct threat. Like most
candidates, he surely appeared to be a re
ally nice guy. How could they have seen his
true colors in so short a period of time?
How can we be so sure that the present
Presidential candidates are all safe and
honorable men? Their resumes are made
readily available, but inter-human relations
and personality flaws would never occur in
one 's own resume.
This instance of student/administration
relations, such as they were, suggests that
maybe students should pay more attention
to who will become the leader of this col
lege. Sometimes the scrutinizing eye of
students catches on to glitches in a person's
disposition which would otherwise go un
noticed .
There is no point to pleading with stu
dents to visit with the Presidential candi
dates, as in the initial search is over. How
ever, if students do not keep up with the
inner-workings of the administration can
cause things to get out of hand awfully fast.

SPB apoligizes
To the Editor:
We would like to apologize to the Bryant Community, more
specifically to all those who attended the 9: 15 showing of Powder on
February 25. There was a technical difficulty which could not be
avoided. The problem has been corrected. We hope to see everyone at
the March 3 showing of Ace Ventura II. It looks to be a hit, so come
early. We have shows at 6:30 and 9: 15. Don't forget, popcorn and soda
are free with the price of admission: $1.50. Candy will be on sale, and
the Bookstore will once again donate a door prize to be given oul at the
second showing. We look forward to seeing you all there.
Sincerely,
Greg Gilbert and Brian McAnem
Co-chairs: Film's committee for SPB

Keep CNBC
To the Editor:
There is absolutely no rea<;on to get rid of the most informative
stock and investment channel at Bryant. Several students at this
school, including myself, have investments, of varyingdegn.>cs, in the
stock and bond markets. Many of these young investors, again
including myself, have a distinct interest in being able to follow these
investments day to day.
CNBC, the business/investment channel at Bryant, allows stu
dents to do just this. Students are able to gain valuable information
throughout the day by listening to educated market analysts, and
receive inside information on hundreds of companies through top
level executives.
Students at Bryant have a right to this key information. Therefore,
CNBC, the channel known as "first in business" should not be taken
away from the students. This is, after all, a business school, and
investing plays a huge role in the world of business today.
Sincerely,
J.Crowell '99

A response to
Enigma from the

peanut gallety...
To the Editor:
As a transfer student, one of the primary differences I noticed
between Bryant and the majority ofother schools I have visited is the
front gate. Who are we being guarded from? Aren't those who want
to be on campus already on? And couldn't those who do not hold a
Bryant ill or have a parking sticker manage to find a way? I see the
need for some sort ofregUlation ofwhat comes on campus, but are we
really accomplishing that?
Another important aspect of Bryant that I found interesting is
sinlilar to the "identity crisis" that Professor Betsch mentioned in last
week's Enigma column. What is Smithtield? Hmmm... two or three
bars, three restaurants, two car dealerships, a Swiss Chalet, and one
stoplight. Whew, what a town. I think there is a definite gap in what
students want out of campus life, and what we have here at Bryant.
There are a few places that the students can go to "relax", and I do not
mean the Bryant Center. Whispers ofa colfeehouseldiner are roam
ing around, and I think that is a step in the right direction. The
popularity of the poetry reading, and the recent coffeehouse jam
shows the interest for a different "style" to spend the weekends.
Many people will agree that there is nothing to doon the weekends
here. Are we not known for being a suitcase school? SPB, MSU, and
many other strong organizations try extremely hard to hold events that
the students would enjoy, but is it working? Are we missing
something? 1l1ere are schools allover the country that have a great
student life, but something that they have that maybe Bryant doesn't
is the focus on the quality ofstudent life. What traditions Bryant has
are popular movie nights, festival of lights, oozeball, and spring
weekend. Is there achance that maybe "traditional" college events are
the most valuable to students? Large and small universities officially
celebrate this Thursday as a traditional Sadie Hawkins Dance night.
Homecoming is a big thing for many college campuses. People paint
their faces in school colors tor sorting events. School spirit is
something more than joining a club and not viewed as a strange
occurrence. (gasp!) I think of the pins people wear that say "Make it
Happen." Could I possibly challenge the students at Bryant to think
about what they want out of college? This is the time and place for
things to "happen!" Put .'your right foot in and shake it all around..."

Sincerely,
Erin Rower '96
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Community
service: Delta Zeta
reaches Out
To the Editor:

Compiled by Keith Williams
Department of Public Safety
Vandalism
February 17, 1996- DPS no
ticed that the door to a residence
hall had been smashed. Also, there
was a part from an emergency
light on the stairway. There was
no one in the area at the time the
incident was noticed. The cost of
the window is $350.00.
Simple AssaultfW eapons
Violation
February 17, 1996- DPS was
dispatched to astudent' s residence
because someone was reported as
wanting retaliation with a baseball
bat for an earlier fight. A student
was spotted in the woods close to
where officers were dispatched.
When he was told to stop, the
suspect kept going. As DPS ap
proached the student, they real
ized that he was holding a bat. It
was soon realized that the person
was at a residence hall prior to the
incIde nt ca us mg a dist urbance.
Words had heen exchanged he
tween the parties. Both people were
t()ld III go to their residence and
leave it alone for the even mg.
Short ly thereafter one of the ~ u s
peds a~ spotted in the other's
dorm. Again, both were escorted
back to their residence and were
told of the consequences if they
should return. The baseball hat
was found shortly thereafter in the
woods. Charges were filed.
Harassing Phone Calls
February 17, 1996- DPS met
with a student who stated that they
were receiving hang up calls for
over an hour. The student asked if
a phone tap could be placed on
their line. They were instructed
how that can be accomplished.
The student was then advised to
let UPS know if any more calls are
received.
Vandalism
February IS, 1996- A student
reported to DPS after returning
from the hospital for stitches that
he punched his bedroom window
after heing in an argument with
another student. The student's arm
broke hoth panes of glass. When
DPS went to the residence, it was
at that time the suspect was talking
to his mother about the incident.
HV AC did some temporary repair
work on the window. The cost of
the damage was $112.00.

Booted Vehicle
February 23, 1996- DPS found
a car parked in the 15 minute park
ing spot for an excessive amount
of time. The car also didn't have a
sticker displayed. Because there
were seven other outstanding park
ing violations involving this ve
hide, DPS had the vehide hooted.

Harassing Phone Callsffhreats
February 23, 1996- DPS received
a phone call by a student stating that
his ex-girlfriend had his gold chain
and is refusing to give it back. The
girl said that he is just going to have
to wait for the chain. The student
ended up yelling and hanging up.
The victim stated that she is going
to give the gold chain back, but
wanted to file a report for harass
ment. The victim stated that the
suspect threatened to kick down her
door and break the windows in her
room. There is a witness that heard
the suspect make threats to the vic
tim . A copy of the tape of the phone
call is kept for evidence. Charges
were filed.
Vandalism
February 24, 1996- A student
came to DPS to report some dam
age done to their car, which was
parked outside the Country Com
fort. The windshield had been
smashed. There are no witnesses to
this cvent and the victim doesn't
have any enemies who might want
tu do this.
Sexual Assault· 2nd Degree
Fehruary 24. IY96- A student par
ticipated in an Around-the-World party
and became intoxicated. After losing
track of their friend, the student went
around and was meeting new people.
Thc victim was soon in a student's
bedroom playing cards. Three males
were in the room and one of the sus
pects then started to take offthe victim's
shirt. Shortly, someone SUIted that DPS
was in the building and all three sus
pects quickly left the suite. The victim
left afterwards and reported the inci
dent to DPS. The incident is being
investigated both by DPS and the Smith
field Police. If you have infonnation
pertaining to this case please call the
"TIPS"line X-6555 or notify any DPS
officer.
Alcohol Violation
February 24, 1996- DPS received a

noise complaint in one of the residence
halls. Upon speaking to one of the resi
denL~ to ask ifthe music could be turned
down "ther students acting very suspi
cious in the bathroom were observed. A
keg was then found in one of the bath
room stalls. One of the students claims
full responsihility for the keg which was
confiscated and destroyed hy DPS.
Charges were filed.

Vandalism
February 25, 1996- DPS was
dispatched to a residence hall for a
report of a broken window . Be
cause the building was quiet and of
the late hour, DPS decided not to
knock on anyone's door and inter
rupt anybody. The cost of the dam
age is $350.00. DPS later discov
ered that someone accidentally
threw a beer hottle and was aiming
for the garbage , but missed. HV AC
corrected the problem the follow
ing morning.

Illegal Manufacture of
Drivers License - Felony
February 25, 1996 DPS and
the Rhode Island State Police
served a search warrant to one of
our students for illegally manu
facturing false drivers licenses.
The search disclosed parapherna
lia which lead to the arrest of the
student on a felony charge. The
student will have to appear in Su
perior Court sometime in the fu
ture to answer charges for the
felony. On-campus charges were
also filed .
Summary of Events
Vandal ism- 5
Simple Assault- I
Weapon Violation- I
Harassing Phone CaIls- 2
Vehicle Boot- I
Harassment- I
Theft- I
Sexual Assault- I
EMf Calls- 3
Alcohol Violation- I
Arrcst- Illegal ManufactureofDriv
ers Licenses- I
DPSCRIMEPREVENTIONTIPS
DATE RAPE IS WRONG,IT'SA
CRIME!
FAMILIARITY MAKES YOU
LESS INCLINED TO TRUST
YOUR SELF-PROTECTIVE IN
STlNCfS.
BEING FORCED INID HA V
ING SEX-EVENIFIT'S BYSOME
ONE YOU KNOW-IS STILL RAPE
AND IT'S A CRIME.
NOTIllNG YOU DO, SAY, OR
WEAR GIVES ANYONE THE
RIGHT TO
ASSAULT YOU -SEXUALLY
OR OTIlERWlSE.
MAINTAIN CONTROL OVER
YOURPERSONALLIFE-ANDDE
VEl.QP
A PLAN OF ACTION, S1RAT
EGY OF SELF-DEFENSE, AND
MEfHODS
OF ESCAPE -JUST IN CASE
YOUEND UPINA VULNERABLE
SITUATION.
Please call Ginnie Bowry, Crime
Prevention Specialist,Department of
PublicSafety,232-6OOl,ifyouwishto
obtain brochures and/or borrow per
sonal safety videos formenandwomcn.
The Public Safety Beat is sponsored
in part by DPS and Students-For-A
Safer Campus in orderto comply with
the Federal Students-Right-To-Know
and Campus Security Act.
DPS encourage the use of their es
cort service which is available 24 hours
a day to anyone upon request. Call
232-6001.
The director of Public Safety, Mr.
George Coronado, is available every
Wednesday from I2:00 to 1:00p.m. in
the Bryant Center Conference Room
# I in order to discuss any issue with
students. Mr Coronado is also avail
able at other times by appointment.
Call 232-6001 .

The sisters of Delta Zeta are donating their time and effort to help better
the community outside of Bryant . Through the Hunger Coalition, we go
to soup kitchens in Providence. On February 12, Kristina Reisner, Jaclyn
Woods, Melissa McGrath, and Karen Fairbanks went to Providence to
as~ist in th~ sou~ kitchen. We served food, handed out clothing, helped
chIldren WIth theIr trays, and also handed out Valentine's Day cards to the
children. It was a very rewarding experience for all that attended. We plan
on consistently offering our service to others. We are proud to extend our
services in the hopes of improving the world around us.
We strongly urge people to help out the less fortunate in the community .
There are many programs in the community that you can get involved in
besides soup kitchens. All it takes is a couple of hours a week on your part
and the results of your time and effort are immeasurable. If you are
interested in joining the Hunger Coalition, there are meetings held every
Wednesday and 5:00 in hall 16. Your participation can make a world of
difference.
Sincerely,
Jaclyn Woods

White Riot
Ted Widmer
of the Providence Phoenix

••••••••••••••

Whoever thought up Black History
Month put Rhode Island historians in a
delicate position. Here we are a bastion
of liberalism, one of the most Demo
cratic states in the nation, our political
landscape dotted with unreconstructed
old-school NewDealers and freaky cam
pus leftists ofall stripes. Yet our history,
like most places, falls short of its good
intentions. EveryonelikesRhodcIsland' S
multiracial helitage, and its gratifying to
know the state has always been diverse
and edectic. In the early 18th century,
Rhode Island had the highest percentage
of African-Americans of any New En
gland state, particularly concentrated in
Newport and South County. But statis
tics can mislead, hiding the ugly reality
beneath the shimmer of glib
pronoucements.
The simple truth is that Rhode Island
was never a very easy state to live in if
you weren't Caucasian. By some stan
danis, Rhode Islanders had a hard time
from their arrival in the 17th century.
Even if they knew they were better off
than many of their Southern and Carib
bean peers, that doesn't mean their lives
werejonnycakesandcream. Whippings
and torture occurred, and the usual pun
ishmentsfortryingtoescape. True,Abo
litionism got strong early support here
from men like Samuel Hopkins and
Moses Brown. But part of the reason
there were so many Rhode Island Abo
litionists is that Rhode Island was deeply
involved in the slave trade, as Moses
Brown knew from family experience.
An enonnous numberofSouthern slaves
were brought over from Africa in vessels
outofProvidence, Bristol, and Newport.
After the Revolution declared all men
created equal, many of Rhode Island's
black citizens, including a few veterans,
moved to Providence, where the action
was after independence. New black
neighborhoods sprang up, particularly
along "Olney Lane" and a region off
Smith Street (near the canal) with the
picturesquename ''Hardscrabble.''Many
whites were unnerved by these neigh
borhoods, and poor whites especially
got their hackles up when some blacks
appeared to be doing better than they
were. In twoseparate race riots, 1824and
1831, mobs invaded black neighbor

hoods and destroyed them.
The first riot, in October 1824, oc
curred in Hardscrabble, when a group of
5O-<xId whites toredown about20build
ings, including the notorious dance hall.
At the trial whieh followed, a well
known Providence lawyer argued these
vigilantes were doing agooddeed, help
ing eliminate a place where "revels and
midnight orgies" were held. The dance
hall. after all, was "the resort ofthe most
corrupt part of the black popUlation,
who suppol1cd their debaucheries and
riots by carrying thither the plunder of
theirmasters and pawning it fora partici
pation in these digesting scenes." Ev
erybody knew thal The rioters were
acquitted, and blacks of Hardscrabble
were left homeless.
Seven years later, it happened allover
again. In 1831, in the black neighbor
hood call Snow Town (on Olney Lane),
even worse troubled erupted. One night
in September, five sailors from the ves
sel Ann and Hope decided to go "on a
cruise." They met some men with clubs
who had just had "a row in the darkies,"
and led an angry mob of I00 people
towardsSnowTown. Ablackmanwith
a gun ordered them to "clear out," and
cried, "is this the way blacks are to live,
to be obliged to defend themselves from
stones." Then a shot rang out, and one
sailor was killed, two wounded. Many
homes were wrecked in the violence
that ensued, and for the next two nights
angry mobs roamed the city, the police
powerless. On the third night, militia
soldiers helped quell the violence the
only way they knew how: by firing into
the mob and killing four people. It was
not a pretty incident in Rhode Island
history.
About the only good to corne out of
the two race riots of 1824 and 1831 was
the decision to tum Providence from a
town into a city, complete with a Mayor
and a police force, better equipped to
deal with tawdry events of this nature.
When you see "1832" on the city seal,
you will know the whole ugly story. It's
not exactly pleasant to know about the
vigilante destruction of Hardscrabble
and Snow Town. But it's better then
pretending these places never existed,
which is what many histories of Rhode
Island have done. For.the sake of accu
racy, let's put the "Rr' back into the
word riOl
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Float freely
Walking around the campus on a happy to be floating free!
windy day, I observed that springBumping into something, it stops
time was coming. The snow was the flow, and you are hung up. You
melting and the ~~~~~~~~~~~~ are stranded and exposed-waiting for
wind was blowing =
the next momentup on the "Hill".
The wind was
to float. The breeze
blowing so hard
picks up and you are
that if! spread my
Reverend Phillip Devens
once again on your
Protestant Chaplain
journey. So, when
arms out I would
~~~~~~~~~~~~ you see a leaf, what
take off.
Imagine you are
do you see? There are
floating like a leaf in the breeze. many ways to see life. Do not get
The leaf goes with the flow and swept up in one method of viewing
glides around obstacles, barely your personal opinion and not re
touching the harsh surfaces. Just specting another.
Be safe, take care, and God
drifting on the current of windturning and avoiding things-I am bless!

Chaplain's
Corner

Drawing the shades
"You can't be a college student your feelings and determine what
ill the 90's and honestly thillk that the next step will be. (See your RA,
sort of thing is right. ..
Counseling Services, Health Ser
Sexual assault is a serious issue vices, or someone you trust.)
that should be present in the minds
Sexual assault is an all-too-com
of college students. Many people mon occurrence in society today,
don't take it seriously until they or especially among college students.
someone they know is sexually as We, as students, must educate our
saulted. Sexual assault in Rhode selves and our peers about the dev
Island is defined as follows:
astating effects that sexual assault
Second Degree Sexual Assault - has on its victims. One way to start
any fondling or sexual contact with is to see the performance of "Draw
a person's genital area, inner thigh, ing the Shades," which will be held
buttocks, or breasts without that on Tuesday, March 5, 1996 at 9:30
person's consent. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~p. m. in lanikes
First
Degree
Auditorium. This
Sexual Assault performance has
been brought
forced or coerced
penetration of the
Lisa Martin
here by five Bry
vagina, anus, or
Health Services Intern
ant students who
mouth by part of
are committed to
another person' s ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ informing their
body or an object as part of a sexual peers about sexual assault. Dottie
act. (Also known as Rape.)
Beattie, Matt Flaherty, Penny Stone,
There are a few ways you can Christine Vazquez, and Chris
avoid being a victim or a perpetra- Warner, all under the direction of
tor of sexual assault. One way is to Doris Helmich, Bryant's Health
clearly communicate your expecta- Educator, have worked hard tobring
tions about your relationships to this powerful presentation to frui
your partner and be specific about tion. Chris Warner was quoted as
them . Another is to listen to what saying that "Drawing the Shades"
your partner is saying. Remember is "Absolutely fantastic and defi
"No" means "No". Be alert and in nitely worth seeing on any leveL"
control of yourself. Don't allow Take his advice and be there Tues
drugsoralcohol toimpairyourjudg- day night.
If you would like more informa
ment. Also, following personal security measures will help to avoid tion about sexual assault, you can
potential situations.
go to Counseling Services or Health
What should you do if you are a Services on campus. You can call
victim of sexual assault? The most Bryant's Sexual Assault and Fur
important thing is to get to a safe ther Education (SAFE) information
place. Remove yourself from the line at 232-6380 (232-SAFE). You
risk of further assault. Get a physi- may even call the Rhode Island
cal exam as soon as possible to Rape Crisis Center at 421-4100, or
make sure you are okay. Get sup- Women & Infants Hospital at 274
port from someone to help sort out
I 100.

Health Services

Quality of
Student Life
Opinion Hotline
Our hotline staff has not got
ten their act together yet, in case
you have tried to respond . Sorry 1
Keep trying. Phone x6550 any
time after Monday morning,
March 4, to respond to this
week's question :
Where are you going for
spring break? and why? (Be
brief and honest)

You should state your class year,
(this is NOT by touch tone) and a
brief comment if you wish.
The question of the week is also
being posted on the Bryant Infor
mation Channel. Results for this
question will be posted here and
on the BIC, along with future
"questions of the week" when we
get organized.

Commencement Q & A:
How are Honors calculated?
Sheila Guay & Katrina Gathers

calculated?

•••••••••••••••••
Q: What are Graduation Honors?
A: Graduation honors arc the three
special honors granted by the Col
lege at Commencement for distin
guished grades .
The honors are:

Summa Cum Laude - "with the
highest honor or praise" Required
cumulative grade point average 
3.8 (minimum)
Magna Cum Laude - "with great
praise" Required cumulative
grade point average - 3.55 (mini
mum)

A: The honors printed in the Com
mencement program are calculated
as of the end of the fall semester.
Final honors are calculated after
the degree work has been certified
alld completed.

Note: This means that the honors
printed in the Commencement pro
gram are tentative, and, as such, are
subject to change. The recording of
final grades may either qualify or
disqualify a degree candidate for
honors.
Q: Who is eligible for Gradua
tion Honors?

Cum Laude - "with honor" Re
quired cumulative grade point av
erage - 3.3 (minimum)

A: To be eligible for honors, the
degree candidate must have com
pleted at least sixty (60) semester
hours of credit at Bryant.

Q: How are Graduation Honors

Note: Since graduating transfer

students may not have completed
sixty (60) semester hours of credit
by the end of the fall semester, the
College will use a cut-off of forty
five (45) semester hours completed
in determining honors for Com
mencement program purposes.

Q: Where are Graduation Hon
ors recorded?
A: Honors are recorded on the
degree recipient's diploma and on
the official College transcript.

This column, which will rUII
weekly, was designed to keep gradu
ate and undergraduate students in
formed about the Commencement
Ceremonies. Sheila Guay and Pat
Keeley, co-chairs ofthe Commence
ment Committee, will make every
effort to respond to questions by the
following week's issue of The Arch
way. Anyquestions can be addressed
to: Conference Office, Box 8

ColorBlind
Thanks for a big blast ofEnigma
questions last week; my e-mail ad
dress loves mail, so keep those ques
tions coming. This week 's question
is from Francis Doehner: .. What
causes color blindness?"
Since this Archway comes at the
end of February, I'm tempted to
answer that personal experiences
with persons of different cultural
and ethnic backgrounds, interna
tional travel, and a broad liberal
education promote color blindness.
However, I suspect that Francis is
referring to the medical rather than
the sociological interpretation ofthe
phrase.
To understand color blindness,
you must first understand the phys
ics of visible light and the percep
tion of color through the human
central nervous system.
Visible light is a mixture of radia
tion with wavelengths from about
400-700 nanometers (a nanometer
is a thousandth of a millionth of a
meter). When light encounters an
object, it can travel through (trans
mission), "stick" (absorption), or
bounce back (reflection). The wave
lengths of light that enter our eyes
are those reflected from opaque sub
stances (or transmitted through
transparent substances).
Since different substances absorb,
transmit, or reflect light differently
for each wavelength in the range
(depending on the chemical com
position of the substance), they can
be visually distinguished. These
distinctions we perceive as color.
Light enters the eye and is re
fracted by the lens into focus on the
retina. Theretinacontains gazillions
of cone cells, each with only one of
three different receptor proteins,
most sensitive to wavelengths of

400-450nm, 500-550nm, and 550
600nm respectively. Light of a par
ticular wavelength is absorbed by
the appropriate receptor protein
which triggers a specific nerve im
pu Ise that our brai ns can interpret as
color.
For instance, a "blue" object sends
light of450nm into the eye, trigger
ing the 400-45Onm cone which is
connected to a specific optic nerve.

Enigma
David Betsch
Department of Science
and Technology
Any future or past experience with
light of 450nm triggers the same
cone cell and optic nerve, so the
brain learns that impulses on this
nerve mean "blue". Any color can
be perceived by the relative propor
tion of nerve impulses from the
three types of cones.
In principle, this process is like a
projection television in reverse. A
projection TV has a blue, yellow,
and red lens projecting the same
images into focus simultaneously
on a screen. For blue sky, the blue
lens is the only one projecting; for
green grass, it's the blue and the
yellow together; for white clouds,
all three lenses contribute. Any color
can be generated by the appropriate
mixture of light from the three
lenses.
So Francis, after all this introduc
tion the answer to your question has
become simple. Color blind people
have one or more of the receptors
on their cone cells either defective
or missing and cannot respond to
certain wavelengths of light (in the
TV analogy, one or more of the

lenses are broken). Since the recep
tors are proteins whose structures
are determined by DNA, the de
fects of color-blindness are inherit
able.
Scientists have known for a long
time that the genes for these recep
tors are on the X-chromosome, so
males are more likely to be color
bl ind si nce they don't ha ve a second
X chromosome (and a second
chance for the necessary receptor
genes) and they inherit the condi
tion from their mothers. About 5%
of humans have some measurable
deficiency in perceiving color.
Color blindness is not really an
"all or nothing" condition. Recent
discoveries in genetics have shown
that there are subtle variations in
DNA and protein sequences among
all people except identical twins. I
am quite certain that no two people
respond the same way to color
because I expect that we all have
some variation in the structures
of our receptors.
In the world of fashion, there's
plenty of room for disagreement
about what colors are pleasing
and go well together, and it prob
ably boils down to real differ
ences in eye physiology. If some
one criticizes the colors you're
wearing, tell them your fashion
sense is fine; they've just got
faulty receptors.

(Enigma is a weekly column in
which our sciencefaculty tackle the
technological riddles of life. If suf
ficient loyal Archway readers sub
mit topics that we feature in the
column, they will be eligible for a
drawing worth 25 dollars in points.
Submit questions to Dave Betsch,
C223 and lookfor the answers right
here in the coming weeks.)
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M.B.A. or no M.B.A.?
Jose Martins

•••••••
As college students, we obviously
are concerned with our future. Many
of us think about our futures on a
daily basis.
What will we do when we gradu
ate? Will we find a lucrative posi
tion with a multi-million dollar cor
poration? Or will we end up in a
position where we will
struggle to make our student
loan payments?
One option I recently de
cided to explore was attOiin
ing an M.B .A. degree . The
statistics I found were as
tounding. Having high hopes
of achieving millionaire sta
tus, I discovered that an
M.B.A. degree would give

me an added push in my journey
toward wealth. I found out that an
M.B.A. degree from top schools
like Harvard, Columbia, Stanf-ord,
or the Universityof
Chi Should I
cago
get my
can

M.B.A.?
c0m-

mand
handsome starting sala
nes.
In fact, 1995 graduates
of top schools are averag
ing starting salaries of
$80,000 per year. Even if
you plan on working right

after graduation, an M.B.A. should
not be ruled out as an option. If you
return to school for your M.B .A.,
you can expect that your salary wiIl
increase anywhere from $15,000 to
as much as $100,000 a year. Not
too shabby for a couple of years
of additional schooling.
In today's job market, ev
eryone needs some kind of an
edge. You need somethi ng that
says you were willing to go the
extra mile. With an M.B.A. de
gree, companies will definitely
sense your hard work and determi
nation, and have no choice but to
reward you accordi ng Iy. An
M.B.A. degree is neither perfectly
right, nor is it wrong, but it defi
nitely is an option worth consider
ing.

Wanna catch a movie?
Nigel Fuburu
Archway SlUff Writer

••••••••••••
The changing of the seasons. The
snow has begun to melt on the land
scape, the first set of exams and
quizzes are upon us and if you take
a deep breath and you listen very
hard, you wil1 smel1 the noxious
aroma and hear the loud, diche
filled speeches of the presidential
primary in full sprint.
Of course, you're asking your
self, "How exactly does this con
cern meT' And, "What does poli
tics have to do with movies?" Bear
with me, I'm getting to it. This has
everything to do with you and a lot
to do with movies and entertain
ment in all of its forms. This past
week I went to the movie theater
as I sometimes do--and watched
several movies--which. on occasion,
I'll enjoy with a bucketful of over
priced popcorn with real butter na
vor! This week I happened upon the
quaintest little cinematic experience
by the rather odd name of. Happy
Gilmore . Thi~ film ' s leading char
acter was played quite splendidly
by that sweetheart ofSaturday Night
Live, Adam Sandler. (If you're
wondering why this article reads as
if I got caught in a time warp and
was dragged into the earlier 1900' s,
it's because I read some Sherlock
Holmes last night and I'm stuck in
a Arthur-Conan-Doyle-detective
novel loop.) Anyhow, back to poli
tics and movies.
Having watched the hilarious
laugh-out-Ioud Happy Gilmore fol
lowed by the tremendous City Hall
starring AI Pacino, and finaIly wash
ing down this MovieFest with the
cool, yet satisfying taste of Broken
A rrow, a fantastic action fi lied
movie, directed by John Woo and
starring, John Travolta and Chris
tian Slater, I, in the company of
friends, bade my good-bye's to the
movie theater personnel and set forth
on our quest to paint the town red. It
was during this ride that politics
raised its ugly Buchanan- and Dole
infested head. Someone asked who

we thought would win the Republi
can nomination. Someone else re
plied, "Who cares, they ' re all cor
rupt; it doesn't concern me. " It was
in this apathy-filled point that the
intellectual content of the conver
sation took a downward tum. Some
one, let's cal1 him Migcl, called
someone else, let's call her Spam,
an apathy-filled loser crackhead
who gives our whole generation the
slacker brand-name. In retort, Spam
called Migel a numbnut ideological
latter-day hippie with the skin com
plexion of a bad orange. I do not
condone this behavior, only report
it. It only got worse from there.
Eventual1y, having exhausted our
supply of flippant. expletive-filled
repartee, we all got down to the nuts
and bolts of it.
If certain members of Congress
have their way ,John Travolta, Bruce
Will is and ever body's favori te "Ah
nud" will no longer be able to blow
away large quantities of "enemies"
with lire power that can only be
c1assilied as armament, whilespout
ing snide, yet cool, comments like
"I'll be back," "Yippe ka yee
Motherbleeper," and so on. The
action genre would not suffer alone .
Brad Pitt and Sylevester Stallone
would be unable to bare their butts
for the viewing pleasure of miIlions
of women nationwide. Violent sex
filled movies like Verhoeven's
"Showgirls" would not have been
made. Okay, in that case, it's a good
thing, but the staples of American
Entertainment would be gone. The
movies we had just watched, and
thoroughly enjoyed, would be gone.
No more. Finite.
So why would this happen? Well,
it is the opinion of various scholars,
parents, and politicians that movie
and television violence is in part
responsible for the amount of vio
lence in society. Not too long ago,
Bob Dole blasted tlie producers of
"Money Train", starring Wesley
S n ipcs and Woody Harrelson (good
movie, by the way) for graphic vio
lence that Dole said instigated copy
CJt vio lt.:nce in New York. He failed

to mention that of the five occur
rences . two occurrences took place
before the movie had premiered.
But what does he care ifhis facts are
slightly skewed? Of course, there
have been just as many studies, by
parent groups and politicians and
scholars that say one has nothing to
do with the other. However, this
argument as pertaining to TV is
moot, since President Clinton has
already signed V -Chip requirements
in manufactured televisions into
law. The V -chip technology allows
one to block out undesirable enter
tainment. In movies however, this
argument is still quite heated.
It is around this time in the po
litical yearthat media violence starts
to take a beating (rap, rock video's,
and movies, to books and even PBS
All in the name of family values).
My point is simply this. If you don't
speak up, take part, fight back and
speak your mind, politicians like
the ancient Bob Dole (my sources
tell me he went to high school with
Jesus!) and the vaguely frightening
Pat Buchanan, (who has been re
peatedly linked to gentlemen who
dress in large white sheets) will be
making these decisions for us.
Footnote: Many countries have
much higher incidence of violence
and sex per minute on TV, yet have
lower unplanned pregnancies and
homicide rates than we do. Maybe
it's not the fact that there is violence
on TV, as much as it is the unbeliev
able availability of guns on our
streets. Like my uncle Noel used to
say, if you put thirty violent
psychotics in a room together,
chances are a couple will get hurt,
maybe one will die. If you toss
thirty guns into that room, not one
wi II live long enough to see medica
tion time.
Britain, with as much violence
on TV as the US, has only a fraction
of our homjcide rates. The main
difference is gun control. Same for
Japan. Something to think about.
Wanna catch an action-filled, sexy
movie? Better hurry .

Critiquing a
literary work

Often students taking humanities! thor, title,subjecttennlcharacter, and!
literature courses will be asked to or by personal data on the author.
To start your search:
write a paper critiquing a literary
work. There are several essential
To search for information on an
electronic and paperresources avail- author, choose option [AJ and go
able in the library which will pro- into the author index.
vide a student with the information
Begin typing the author's last
needed to write an outstanding cri- name until the highlighting tabs
tique.
down to the author of interest. Press
Electronic Resources
<Enter> to retrieve a biography, list
The MLA Bibliography. Work- of writings and bibliography offur
station # 13-Choose letter E on the ther readings about the author.
menu.
Paper ReThe MLA Bibliog- ~~~~~~~~~~~~ sources:
Contempo
raphy is a fundamental bibliographic tool
rary Literary
for any serious IiterC r i tic ism
ary researcher. The
Colleen Anderson
(CLC). REF
MLA Bibliography
Reference Librarian
PN94.C6.(see
also: Twenti
consists of biblio
eth Century
graphic records per
taining to literature, language, lin Literary Criticism}
This multi-volume work is a logi
guistics, and folklore. It provides
students with indexing to scholarly cal place to begin gathering cri
research found in over 3,000 jour tiques on a literary work. Contem
nals and series dated from 1981 porary Litera,y Criticism presents
1995 (select disk E) and from 1963- . significant passages from the pub
1980 (select disk F). This product lished criticism of works by well
also covers relevant monographs, known creative writers. Approxi
working papers, proceedings, bib mately 200 authors are represented
in each volume, with an average of
liographies, and other formats.
about five excerpts from critical
To start you search:
I. Type a word or phrase (a search articles or reviews being given for
the works of each author. The ex
request) .
cerpts have been taken from books
2. Press <Enter>.
The database will list the number and issues of general magazines,
of records containing the request literary reviews, and scholarly jour
and assign a search number to the nals. The source for each excerpt is
request. You can then see related fully identified so students may
citations [F4] and download then consult the entire chapter, article, or
[F IOJ. Note that this product is only review abstractedly.
Magill's Bibliography of Liter
an index; it does flOt provide thefull
text of any articles, etc. To obtain ary Criticism. REF Z 6511 .M25. 4
the full text of the information cited, volumes.
Magills provides a listing ofcriti
go to the green and red bound note
books located on the central counter cal works covering 613 authors and
of the reference area and near the 2,546 literary works. 36,137 cita
Proquest indexes. These notebooks tions have been gathered from ar
will tell you whether we carry the ticles in periodicals, articles or chap
article or book cited, and if so, in ters from books, and entire books.
what format (paper, microfilm, or Emphasis is on citations published
CD-ROM). If we do not carry the in the 1960's and 1970's. Authors
information you need, ask at the appear alphabetically with their
Reference Desk for an ILL form, dates followed by significant works
and we will request the article or listed in alphabetical order. Under
the individual works the authors of
book from another library.
DISCovering Authors. Worksta the citations are listed alphabeti
tion # 13-Choose letter B on the cally with no divisions separating
works in periodicals from works in
menu.
DISCovering Authors contains other forms. A title index can be
full-text biographies and critical found at the end of volume four, and
essays on 300 of the most-studied an author and title index covering
the citations in that volume is at the
authors. It includes:
• biographical and background beginning of each volume.
These four resources are scarcely
information on the author.
an
introduction to the many pub
• excerpts from critical essays on
lished works waiting to assist a stu
his or her writings.
• a bibliography of his or her dent writing a literary critique. To
save yourself time, check with the
works.
• other sources of information on reference librarian for further re
sources covering your particular
the author.
A researcher may search by au- topic .

Off h Sh If
tee
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AEROBICS - SPRING 1996

Show Some
School Spirit!

CLASS DESCRIPTIONS
(STEP) - This class will be completely step aerobics; includes a warm up,
a full step aerobic workout, and a cool down. 20 person maximum.
(STEP & AEROBICS) - This class consists of intense cardio (hi-low
aerobics), as well as a complete step aerobics workout. These fat burning
fun-aerobics provide a workout for both upper and lower body. Abdominals
are included.
(STRENGTH & TONING) - This class specifically focuses on strength
ening and toning the whole body. It is a complete workout that includes a
warm up, a full session of abdominals, quadriceps/thighs, buttocks, and
arms, and ends with a cool down stretch.
Aerobic classes are designed for all levels of athletic ability; modifica
tions are made to include both high and low workouts. Light weights are
also available as part of the weight training, or body sculpting, portion of
each class. We have incorporated a new aerobic room (located in the
Fitness Center), new steps, weights, and an air-conditioned environment.
Aerobics, which is offered as part of the Fitness Center Membership, not
only burns calories and fat, but it also enhances your emotional and
physical state.
Any student who is interested in teaching an aerobics program, please call
Karen at x6360.
* A Fitness Center Membership is required for participation in the
Aerobics classes.

Earn Money
This Summer

Davis Electronic Classroom (Room 351)
Hours of Operation for General Student Access
Sunday
M ond ay and Tu esday
W ednesday and Thursday
F riday
aturday

1:00 - 10:00 p.m.
3 :00 - 6:00 p.m.
3 .00  10:00 p.m.
3 :00  9 :00 p.m.
C l osed

Programs ava il able: Internet(Ne tscape),
acad(e-mail), Microsoft Office, Excel, Foxpro,
WordPerfect 6.0, and others, All computers have
both a MacIntosh and a PC side. Bryant ID
required.

Week of3/ 1- 3/7

Work S1lldy students can
earn money at home during
theswllmervacat:ion woLk
ing for a non-profitageIB'.
Spring Break is the perfect
time to start looking fur a
SlUlUner job, To find out
more about what you must
do, stop by the Financial
Aid Office now.

The Women's Basketball
Team has qualified for the Fi
nal Four of the NE-l 0
Conference.
They play Friday night
against Bentley College.
The game will start at
5:30 p.m. and is being played
at Stonehill.
Please come and make some
noise for our team!
For directions or questions,
call the Athletic Office at
x6070.

Special Olympics
The planning for the 1996 Special Olympics has officially begun. Students::tre
working very hard to assure this year is as successful as previous ye.ars.
This year the games are being held Saturday, May 4. \ ery(lnc I~ invill!d and
welcome 10 t:omc.
Anyone out there who would like to volunteer may contad Danielie nr
Stephanieatx8296. TIlCywili be offering thrce informational meetings where you
m ay sign-up and ask any 4ueslions you may havc.lhe meetings will be on March
6at Sp.m. and March2S at 6:30p.m. in Ct)J1 fcrence room 28 oftheB ryant Center.
1bc meeting on March 21 at3 p.m. will be held In the Papitto Dining Room. All
are encouraged to attend.
Thank you for your interest.
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FRIDAY
'Hot cereal
Hard Cooked Eggs
Eggs To Order
Pancakes
Sausage Omelet
Home Fries
Dc:nIts
'Bagel<;
'Fresh Fruit
81uebeny Coffee cakes
Olffi
Clam Olowder
'Pepper SleEk Sub
'Vegetarm Cheese Bake
Unguni & Clam Sauce
'DelVGrili
'On The DeIi:Roast TLrkey
'Rissole Potato
'Peas & MustYooms
'Creese & Pepperoni Pizza
'Vegetarian Stuffed Pewers
'Fish /Cheese & Broccoli
'Baked FISh (To Order)
' Chicken Fngers
Allegro Fresh Pasta
Allegro Meat Sauce
Sauce Tontine 'NiIh crab
.Allegro Tornato Sauce
'DeIiIGrii
'Cottage Fries
'Gr8ffl Beans Provencale
'Sliced Carrots
' Salad Bar

SATURDAY---

SUNDAY
'Hot Cereal
Hard Cooked Eggs
Eggs to Order
Sausage Links
French Toast
BBQ Pork Sandwich
'Broccoli Cheese
Casserole
'Salad Bar
'Deli/Grill
' Vegetable Medley
Tomato Soup
Potato Puffs
'Bagels
Donuts
Assorted Desserts
'Fresh Fruit

' Ho Cereal
Hard Cooked Eggs
Eggs To Order
Chocolate Chip
Pancakes
Canadian Bacon
Tuna Bagel Melt
'Baked Ziti
'Deli/ Griil
'Salad Bar
'Peas & Carrots
Hash Browns
Chicken Rice Soup
Chili
'Bagels
Donuts
' Fresh Fruit
Assorted Desserts

'Oven Fried Chicken
' Baked Chicken
Quiche Lorraine
Cheese Lasgana
'Salad Bar
'Deli/ Grill
' Com Cobbet\es
'Broccoli
'Rice
Assorted Desserts
'Fresh fruit

'Spaghetti/Meatballs
Chicken Cutlet
'Vegetable Fallta
'Deli/Grill
'Salad Bar
' Florentine Vegetables
'Mixed Vegetables
French Fries
Assorted Desserts
'Fresh Fruit
'Dinner Rolls

,

MONDAY
'Hot cereal
Hard Cooked Eggs
Eggs Cooked to Order
Country Style Eggs
French Toast
Hash Browns
'Bagels
Donuts
'Fresh Fruit
Cinnamon Rolls
Chili
'Chicken Vegetable Soup
'Beef Pol Pie
'Itaiian Veggie Burger
'Grilled Chicken Sandwich
'Salad Bar
' Deli/Grill
'On The Dell: Baked Ham
' Cheese & Pepperoni Pizza
'Capri Mixed vegetables
'Green Bean Almandine
*Whipped Potato
Veal CutleVGravy
'Chicken, Veggies & Pasta
Wokery-Szechuan Beef
' Wokery-Cantonese Vegsl
Tofu
'Deli/Grill
'Salad Bar
Peas & Onions
'Cauliflower
'Oven Browned Potato
Assorted Desserts
'Fresh Fruit

*Treat Yourself
Right

~

TUESDAY
'Hot Cereal
Hard Cooked Eggs
Eggs To Order
Cheese Omelet
Home fries

Parcakes
'Bagel<;
Doruts
'Fresh fruit

Muffins
Oldi
'Vegetable Beef srup
'MeatbaD Sub
'BeanBurrilo
Footlong Frarlks
'DelVGriH
' Or1 The Deli: Corned Beef
'01eese & Peppffoni Pizza
'Salad Bar
Baked Beans
'Sliced Carrots
Frer1dl Fries
.
~en

Parmesean
'ShEpard's PIe
'Vegetarian Olii
'.A.legro FreS1 Pasta
'AJlegro Tornato Sa\.X;8
'.Allegro Amarosa Sa\.X;8
*ltaial Vegetables
'Gr8ffl Beans
"Salad I3cY
' DeilGriR
Assorted Desserts
'Fresh Fruit

.
WEDNESDAY THURSDAY
'Hot Cereal
Hard Cooked Eggs
Eggs To Order
Bacon Omelet
Potato Puffs
French Toast
'Sagels
Donuts
'Fresh Fruit
Sweet Rolls

'Hot Cereal
Hard Cooked Eggs
Eggs to Order
Cheese Omelet
French Toast
Hash Browns
Donuts
'Bagels
'Fresh Fruit
Coffee Cake

Chili
Chili
'Chicken Noodle Soup
'Beef Noodle Soup
Pally Melt
' BeefNegetable Fajit a
Chicken Croquettes
BBQ Western Pork
'Black Bean Casserole
Sandwich
'Deli/Grill
'Stuffed Potato
'On The Deli: Roast Turke
'Salad Bar
'Cheese & Pepperoni Pizz
'Deli/Grill
'Salad Bar
'On The Deli: Hot Pastrami
'Whipped Potato
'Cheese & Pepperoni Pizza
'Italian Green Beans
'Peas & Carrots
'Broccoli
'Summer Squash
'Herbed Rice
'French Dip Sandwich
Partiticio
'Pot Roast
'Spinach Mushroom
Ravioli
Frittata
Cheese Enchiladas
, Wokery-Shredded Pork
'Allegro Fresh Pasta
With Green Beans 'Allegro Sauce Carbonara
' Wokery-SweeVSour
'Allegro Tomato/Mushroom
Carrots
Sauce
'DelVGrili 'Salad Bar
'Allegro Tomato Sauce
'Baked Potato
'Broccoli
'ZucchiniITomato & Basil
'Florentine Vegetables
. 'Corn
'Whipped Potato
Assorted Desserts
Assorted Desserts
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Alliance for
Women's
Awareness
Sharon Pacheco
Hello Campers! Hope everyone's
week is going great. The retreat this
past weekend was a huge success;
we discussed why we are all a part
of A W A and learned a lot about
each other. Women's History Month
is approaching fast, and soon we'll
be right in the middle of all the
excitement. All of our hard work
has finally paid off-special thanks
to all those who helped make this
month possible.
For all those going to San Fran, I
have three words for you .. fund
raise, fimd raise, fiwd raise! Does
an ybody want to buy some candy?
We'll have to get together again
soo n for a group hiking trip ... don' t
forget to invite psycho wiper. Hey
AI, how's your egg feeling? Can
someone give Wendy a quarter, it
doesn ' t take much! O.K. gang. gotta
go--this cool cat is outofgas! More
next week .. .

•••••••••••••••••

BACCHUS
Kylyn Laramie and
Dorothy McCormick
Spring Break is almost here and
who better to start it off than
BACCHUS . On Sunday night,
Marc h 3, we will be kicki ng off our
are Spring Break W >ek wilh a
Pool Party from 7-10 p.m . T hrough
out the week we WIll be sponsormg
nUJndrou other aellvities, so look
for the signs. We will also be having
a pledge table in the Rotunda, the
Bryan t Center, and in front of Sal
mo nson , where you have a chance
to win a GEO Tracker. Please come
out and take part in all our activities.
National Condom Week was quite
sUl:ccssful. Congrats to everyone
who guessed right in the guessing
game. Our next meeting will be
Tuesday, March 19 at 7 p.m. in
Room I ofthe Bryant Center. Please
come with a friend to sec what we
are all about.

••••••••••••••••••

BRYCOL
Wendy Cannon
Thank you to everyone who or
dered flowers and balloons from
Celebrations.
The fryalator is up and running at
Tuppers . We are now serving spicy
fries , chicken fingers , chicken pat
ties, and mozzarella sticks. If any
one has any ideas for new items
they would like to see on Tuppers'
menu ,just slip a note in the Tuppers
suggestion box. Remember ,
Tuppers delivers ; just pick up the
phone and dial 6943 .
BRYCOL is accepting applica
tions on a rolling basis for positions
on the Board of Directors. Anyone
who is interested can call B RYCOL
at 6940 or stop by the house.
Keep your eyes open for the new
t-shirts which will be roaming
around campus within the next few
weeks.
All Student Activities accounts
have been cleared, so any organiza
tion wishing to place orders on credi t
may do so.
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Also, BRYCOL has replaced all
the old Coke machines. The new
machines hold 20 ounce bottles.
There are now machines in all the
donns.

•••••••••••••••••

Commuter
Connection
Andrew Young
Hello Commuters! Tommy's
band, Morgan's Tale, rocked
Muldoon's Saloon on Saturday
night. They played until 2:00 a.m.,
and slowed down but once for a
half-hour break.
A coffee break will be held in the
commuter office on the first Mon
day in March; coffee and dough
nuts will be available. Last year, the
Clothesline project was a huge suc
cess for the Commuter Connection,
winning us an award for outstand
ing community project, so we have
planned to do it again this semester.
We'll keep you posted. Commuter
week has been planned for the last
week in March (the 25 to the 29).
We have some great plans to put
into action, but more ideas are al
ways welcome . Also, we always
need new people to help serve on
committees, so any contributions
would be a big help, especially dur
ing Commuter week. Be looking
for plans that will be announced for
Spring Break; we ' ll soon have some
thing on tap (no pun intended).
Yay Alex'

•••••••••••••••••

Delta Chi
Christopher Casta ldi and G.
Frank Silverman
Congratulations to all my Broth
ers for helping Delta Chi to have the
highest grade point average of all
Greeks on campus. Congratulations
also to Iota class for having the
highest G.P.A. of all the fall pledge
classes.
It was quite an eventful weekend.
P-Nut and Scooter got taken down
town. How are your wrists? I won
der if Scooter really understood his
rights, or if he just said, "UhhhT'
There is something wrong with
Hollywood's upper lip. Spanky and
Hebert might be brother-in-Iaws in
a few years. The floor was quiet
with 1.D gone last weekend-no
rash movements. F-Sharp didn't
even notice he was gone until he
turned around and there was no one
there. Amazingly enough, we all
survived. It is getting hard to tell the
difference between the floor and B
8. Wait a minute, the seniors are
allowed on the floor. Thanks to
Theta for the wake up Saturday
morning. Next time, we'll just use
our alann clocks, thanks. The broth
ers did a bit of serenading Saturday
night. Pistol is getting used to his
single . P.T. is going for the biblical
look. Apparently, G .Q . is getting
married in Stamford. Drewnowski
likes to keep it in the family . Dutch's
brother was up this weekend. Like
one wasn't enough. Born in the
woods and staying there.
Quote of the Week: "You can
check the trunk, it's clean ."
Tip of the Week : "Know where
Hebert's dad is at aU times."

• ••••••••••••••••

Delta Kappa
Epsilon
Chris Macero
Best Alumni Weekend ever! Ev
eryone would like to thank Ya on a
awesome job, though for a recap
we'll start on Thursday .
Friday, Vinnie's adventure got
out of hand, and Gregory got taken
out by Mr. Eastwood. Jesse, Alumni
Weekend means our alumni, in dorm
3, not 13 . Saturday we took out a
small orange farm at Larry' s ;
Harper, you remember. Shclby and
Screwy's duet at the King's was
great, and what an awesome "mud
button ."
Once again, I would like to thank
Y A and the supporting cast for
making everyone laugh . Here's
what I remember: Boklan had a
siren; Burns, another Eastonite ;
Baletto never changes . Baker, up
late night on Friday ?, BJ-he hung
out with Screwy; Big Starkey has a
goatee now; I think Bealieu broke
something with his head. There was
a guy named Craig, t;<:lwood was
there. Are we sure he is engaged ?
Flares R to the fourth power;
congrats to Freeko and Wes, good
luck. Luggage, is that a wig'! Chief,
wake up, Mahoney wants you . Opie
started that whole Evil Carnival
business and let me tell you Pete 's
feelin it. Nellie by-passed the rub,
but Shaefer got the pits. Finally
Woodsy and Peters would like to
thank Phi S ig for a great tim e Sat ur
day ; well, they had a great time. In
forgot anyone, and you really
wanted to be in The Archway one
last time, I'll write in others who
attended; M IIl:arth y , M en 'o ni,
Scuda, Mama, Ya ker, and Remy.
Oh Yeah brothers Mc and Mac were
sorry they couldn't make it until
Monday but made up for it because
they stay all week.
That's all for now, so until next
time, Squiggy says goodnight.

•••••••••••••••••

Investment Club
Jamie A. Glaser
Bulls vs. Bears, this classic
struggle has gone on since the dawn
of our great financial markets . As
1996 progresses, will the market
continue to defy gravity, or will
these insane fund managers and
momentum players finally pause
long enough to look around the cor
ner at the hungry bear?
With Microsoft now (Monday
a.m .) well over the $100 mark, and
IBM in the stratosphere along with
superstar LP.O. CyberCash (which
doubled in only one week), such
beloved tech stocks seem just a bit
overbought. It has been rumored
that fund giant Fidelity has been
snapping up shares in technology
stocks, just a couple of months after
unloading them to take profits.
Beware all, the capital feeding
the mutual funds now can't main
tain this pace forever, and interest
rates can only fall so far. Once the
first sign of an overdue 10%+ cor
rection unfolds, panic and fear may
create an avalanche ofequity prices.
Watch out!

Kappa Delta Phi
Seth Anderson
This weekend proved to be very
eventful as many various and as
sorted alumni made their way to the
floor. Everything is still standing,
though another alumni weekend has
come and gone. Thanks to the DZ
sisters who showed up on Saturday
night; we had fun. Next time, let the
rest of the sisters in on the secret.
Congratulations to Theta on the
successful completion of pledging.
Crowley hasn't left his room for
days, so would somebody please
bring him a new movie. Jolie, Cops
might help. Crowley and Freak took
up the hobby of writing poems, but
I showed them that I had a little
poetic talent myself. All the broth
ers hope Billy-Bob got reunited with
his family this weekend ; too bad no
one told your brother. Sorry to rain
on your parade Phi Kap. Kazoo has
once again moved off the floor after
visiting for only about five weeks.
Kazoo, if you read this please turn
your key in to the proper authori 
ties.
Quotes:
Sandy - "Bill Clinton is prelly
famous, but I don't think he' s very
in fl uent ial ...
Alumni - "Back in our day .. ."

•••••••••••••••••

The Learning
Center
David D 01l1lUrmlllllo
Freshmen-and those other spe
cially chosen individuals-are all
running arou nd in a frantic fr nzy
trying to find answers to some of
history's most baffling questions,
such as : 'Who were Gi OllO di
Bondone , Raphael Sanzio, a nd
Martin Luther, and what signifi
cance do they have today?' or .
Explain the Renaissance in full de
tail from start to finish , as well as
why the Mona Lisa was smiling.'
These and many other challenging
questions lay before a large per
centage of the Bryant Community,
but have no fear, I know where you
can get the answers to thesc and
many more awe-inspiring and per
plexing questions .
The Learning Center will once
again be sponsoring Humanities
Workshops. These workshops will
be held every Tuesday night at 7:00
p.m ., starting on February 27 and
running until May 7, in Room M44 .
These meetings can prove to be
very beneficial in reviewing mate
rials from texts, and can also aid in
enhancing study skills and tech
niques that are unique to the Hu
manities classes. Because the Hu
manities' faculty has been gener
ous enough to make time to do this,
we expect you to learn from the
masters. These services are offered
in lieu of tutoring.
Many distinguished Bryant Col
lege professors will be conducting
these sessions, including: Professor
Hubbard on February 27, Professor
Jolley on March 19, and Professor
Hannon on April 2 . Also, due to a
scheduling conflict, Professor
Keeley will be offering his services
at 3:00 p.m. on March 5 in the
Learning Center. Other professors
will be participating throughout the
semester as well.
Attendance will be taken at each
meeting and, even if your specific

professor is not lecturing, all Hu
manities faculty members will be
infonned o(who attends these ses"
sions. It is in your best interest to
attend, so take advantage of this
excellent opportunity to have any
questions answered.
Finally, just a little reminder that
the Learning Center is located on
the third floor of Hall 6, so come on
up and pay us a visit if you have any
questions or concerns that you feel
need to be cleared up. Or, if you
prefer, give us a call at 232-6746,
and schedule an appointment so that
one of our many talented and gifted
tutors can assist you on the road of
knowledge.

••••••••••••••••

Phi Kappa Sigma
Michael Culver
Welcome back everyone! Time
sure has been flying this semester,
and so much has happened. Last
week was yet another eventful week
up at Phi Kap. Anthony, Porter, and
Goon made a guest appearance . Ax I
has left New England to pursue his
lifelong dream in Oregon-to cut
25 lawns a day .
The orothers that went at Turco ' s
this weekend had a splendid time.
Sideshow was nominated favorite
brother. And Turkey, you can ex
pect me about twice a week this
summer with a role of nickels and a
thirsty pallet.
Pledging is running smoothly.
Snake and JR won the big brother
little brother basketball competi
tion. Our A team is surprising the
competition. Jeremy has re-enrolled
at Brya nt. Rosen bu c~ hal; prom 
Ised to pay the fonnal fees fo r ev
eryone; thank god for new brothers.
Congratulations to all the new Thcta
sisters.

••••••••••••••••••

Bryant Players
Allison Weeks
Happy Spring everyonc! I know
this warm weather has got everyone
in a good mood. Hopefully, by the
time that this is printed , there won't
be snow on the ground. Anyway ,
the Players are still faithfully plug
ging away at the spring musical
"Into the Woods". If anyone is in
terested in either playing an instru
ment for the perfonnances in April
or helping out backstage, come to
our weekly meetings. They are held
on Tuesdays at 5:00 p.m . in Room
2A . We would love the company!
Now on to the important sluff.
Thanks to Phil, Chris, Bryan, Jason,
Kristen, and Allison for last Satur
day afternoon. The wind wasn't that
strong. I suppose I should mention
something about Thursday night; I
hope that a good time was had by
all. Thanks to the guys for hosting.
I'm happy you found what you were
missing, Erin . Rick Astley is the
best! You can never beat a pair of
actuaries . The rules keep changing.
Jason and Nate can never be a team
again. They are too good. I can't
remember anything else. See ya next
week!
Overheard : "I have no report,
but.. .."

•••••••••••••••••
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SAA
MicluJel Shaughnessy
The Student Alumni Associa
tion will be holding a "Friend's
Night" at JJ and Anthony's
townhouse (A2) on Thursday, Feb
ruary 29. We hope that all mem
bers will attend and bring along a
friend. Most importantly, though,
we are extending this invitation to
all freshman members and any new
members who would like to join.
Diane and Sue are doing a great
job at getting a lot of donations for
Ooozball, and at the next meeting,
they will asking for ideas for the
Ooozball logo.
There will be a Rhode Island
alumni chapter meeting March 19,
with more details to follow. There
will be two possible speakers that
night, one representing the RI Small
Business Development Center and
someone from Special Olympics.
There will also be a RI chapter
meeting taking place at Boston Bil
liards in Warwick on April 19. All
students are cordially invited to
attend these meetings. Please con
tact the alumni house if you are
interested.
New members are always wel
come to be a part of the exciting
Student Alumni Association . Our
next meeting will take place on
Thursday, February 29, at 4:00p.m.
in Papillo. Have a great week .

March 7 in meeting room I in the
Bryant Center. As a Toastmasters'
affiliate we will be exposed to their
unique Success/Leadership Pro
gram. This program is an innova
tive series ofeducational workshop
style modules. These workshops
encompass topics such as effective
listening, leadership, conducting

meetings, and training and manage
ment. We will also learn to develop,
organize, and deliver oral presenta
tions and accept criticism more ob
jectively. Overall, Toastmasters In
ternational will help each individual
in SAM become a more effective
leader and communicator. All new
members are welcome to attend.

The Society for
Human Resource
Management
Rebecca Maffei
SHRM will beconducting weekly
meetings on Wednesdays at 5:00

p.m. in the Rotunda. These meet
ings are informational, and both
old and new members are en
couraged to attend. The club will
discuss future events and plan
guest speakers. Please bring any
new ideas that you may have!
Also, elections for new officers
will occur in March. Many posi-

••••••••••••••••

SAM

Sarah Robichaud
The Society forthe Advancement
ofManagement presents Toastmas
ters International on Thursday,

They
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tions are available, and it will look
great on your resume! See you on
Wednesday!

•••••••••••••••••

SPB

Tom Gardner
Hello there again! There will be
several meetings ofthe Major Week
ends committee to discuss prepara
tion for Spring Weekend. If you are
interested in helping out in any way
with Spring Weekend, we would be
glad to have you. You can stop up to
the office on the 3rd floor of the
Bryant Center or come to our weekly
meetings! The band is official. It
will be Letters to Cleo! There will
be Palm and Tarrot Card readers
this week in the Bryant Center. SPB
is offering a new incentive plan;
every time you do something to help
out SPB, you will earn a point. The
person who accumulates the most
points will win an expense-paid
weekend in Providence. Come to
the weekly meetings to find out
more about this great plan. This
week ' s movie is Ace Ventura II.
There will be three showings on
Sunday: 3: 15, 6: 15, and 9:30 p.m.
As always, the admission price of
$1 .50 (includes soda and popcorn).
Remember, our meetings are every
Monday at 4:30 p.m. in Papitto.
Hope to see ya there and have a
great week!

•••••••••••••••••

Tau Epsilon Phi
Ray Belanger

Hello everyone, welcome to an
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other edition ofTEP news. We have
had a rather interesting week; just
ask any brother that remember it all.
To start off, we would like to
thank Phi Sig for an awesome time
on Friday. The tourney was a good
time; congrats to Reilly and Wheels
on their championship.
The conversion from Friday night
to Saturday morning never really
happened. The OJ in the morning
was great. Congratulations to the
new Theta sisters and thanks for
stopping by. The morning saw a
few brothers get a little out of hand.
Hyde's dancing lessons stopped
when he decided to lunge head first
into th~ wall. He would like to thank
Rhonda and Jen for taking such
good care of him after that. Don't
worry Jen, the EMT's weren ' t nec
essary. Nyce became the mess of
the day. After showering Wease
with OJ twice, he decided to go on
a rampage. Little Dave received a
concussion as he tried to prevent his
glass ball from shattering. Nyce then
attacked Horton for no apparent rea
son. Poor Mess didn't even know
what hit him.
'That night we mellowed out some
what. Thanks to Wiggler for his doggy
lessons. Ritz was able to see all of this
after finally finding his way back to the
floor. Hey Theta, what did you do to
him, anyway?
In~, we suffered our fIrSt loss in
basketball butarestill4-l. In hockey, we
finished the regular season in second
place with a 7-1-1 record. We are cur
rently in the semi-finals. And, of course,
our 420's basketball team is still unde
feated at 3-0.
Well, that's about iL Hope all the
brothers recuperate for this week
end when we get to see all of our

wonderful alumni. See you next week.

•••••••••••••••••

Theta Phi Alpha
Janine Champign)'
Hey Theta Phi, not too much go
ing on this week. Spring Break is
just over a week away. Hopefully
we can all hold out till then. I have
never had so much work due in such
a short time span. In other news,
Daffodil Days are coming up soon.
Show your support by buying some
daffodils at $5.00 a bunch, which
benefits the American Cancer Soci
ety. One important event has oc
curred this week; our Chapter De
velopment Consultant was up. We
would all like to welcome Heather
as she helps us improve our chapter.
We are presently working on Adopt
A-Highway; wejust haven't found
a stretch of road that suits us yet.
This week we hope to help out the
Hunger Coalition as it works to
serve food to those less fortunate.
Till next week. Lata Theta Phi.

•••••••••••••••••

Tau Kappa
Epsilon
Chris DiMartino
And so ends another wild
week. With all of the brothers
looking forward to Spring
Break, here's all the TKE news
that ' s fit to print.
First off, a word of warning .
The floor has been bothered by

some sort of insect that keeps
flying around . Our resident bug
expert Cujo has identified it as a
rare blue hornet. Please be on the
lookout for it, as it may be poison
ous. We would like to commend
our associate members for being so
diligent and hard working, and if
this sort of effort continues, you'll
be done in no time.
As for the weekend, it was quite
interesting. It was nice to see some
alumni, such as Flanders and
Draven. Even Radar made the long
trip up. Hey Radar, exactly how
tough is it to get a ride from the
airport? Maybe the third time will
be the charm. On Thursday, Philly
hit it big, and became the richest
man in the world, or so it seems.
Friday may have been the strang
est night ever, as most brothers
were looking to take a vacation
from the stresses of their school
work. Hey Bubba, you may not
have wanted that can there, but
there are much better ways to re
move it. At least you'll dry off by
your fire.
On Saturday, all I can remember
is that I had a hard time "rolling"
up to the floor during the day. The
magic number of the day was 23 .
On Saturday night, we all had a
hard time finding a "pulse". Thanks
to the associate members for help
ing us out with that. It was also nice
on Saturday night to see Radar
back in Dean's List form.
Some quotes overheard this week
"Can I go and get my
PowerAde?", "Hey Mo, that shirt
is public hazing." See ya next week.

•••••••••••••••••

WJMF
Frank L. Milazzo
Spring break almost upon us, I
realize I am in need of more
creative outlets. Therefore, this
column takes form. Geez, I re
ally have to get out more often.
Let me be the first to tell you that
the station is still broadcasting.
With that out of the way, let's
discuss what's going on.
Frank Black (no relation)
comes to Lupo's on March 20.
He is incidentally the former lead
singer of the Pixies (if anyone
cares). Tickets went on sale last
Friday for Bush at the Provi
dence Civic Center on April 10.
They will be playing with the
Goo-Goo Dolls ("Name") and
No Doubt ("J ust a Girl"). Since I
amjust a OJ and not a ticketmaster
outlet, I'm not sure ifit is sold out
yet. * You can call the Providence
Ticketmaster for details and to
see if any seats remain: Tell them
Frank sent you and pay halfprice
on all tickets. Ofa different inter
est, "Tommy"- the Who's Rock
Opera turned theatrical show
is coming to the Providence Per
forming Arts Center from March
26 to 31 . If you have the time, it's
rumored to be an excellent show
with great music.
Okay, station news. Like I said,
we are still broadcasting. We are
always on the look out for new
OJ' s,so anyone interested should
come and visit us on the upper
level of the MAC. Please bring
baby pictures, preferably 5x7
glossy photos of you and any
household pets, and your favor
ite kitchen appliance. Getting a

~----------------------------------------------------------,
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license is easy and fun for the
whole family. By the way, the
station will be having elections
in upcoming weeks for the Ex
ecutive Board Positions . Don't
worry, it's sounds more impres
sive than what it is . But we do
need people to lead us into the
future, so come to our bi-weekly
meetings in the Bryant Center,
Tuesdays 4:30 p.m., and show
us what you got. Just keep it
somewhat clean; we are a fam
ily-oriented station. Tune into
88.7 FM, WJMF, the Brave New
World of Rock, for all your
music needs . And if all else
fails, quit school and join the
circus. Tell them Frank sent you.
*The Bush concert is sold
out.

•••••••••••••••••

month working on cruise ships
or land-tour companies. World
travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the
Caribbean, etc.). Seasonal and
full-time employment
available. No experience
necessary. For more
infonnation call 1-206-971
3550 ext C50562

SUMMER JOB SEARCHING SERIES

•••••••••••••••••
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT
Students needed! Fishing
industry. Earn up to $3,00}.
$6,<mt per month. Room and
Board! Transportation! Male or
Female. No experience
necessary. Call (206) 971-3510
ext AS0561

•••••••••••••••••

Part II - Summer Job Searching
Tuesday, 3/5, 1:00 p.m.
Room # 353
Part II - Summer Job Searching
Thursday, 3128, \0:00 a.m .•
Room # 353
Part II - Summer Job Searching
Tuesday, 412, 4:00 p.m.
Room # 353

Part I - Resumes for Summer Jobs
Monday, 3/4. \:00 p.m.
Room # 353
Part 1- Resumes for Summer Jobs
Wednesday, 3/27, \0:00 a.m.
Room # 353
Part I - Resumes for Summer Jobs
Monday, 411,4:00 p.m.
Room # 353
.

Hey Seniors!
Tara Bourgeois & Missy Dennis
We have been working hard to get plans finalized for Senior Week and we're pleased to announce that we have done it! We are
sending a letter to your parents at home asking them to purchase your Senior Week tickets as weU as a senior T-shirt and senior video
scrapbook. We are also sending a similar letter to you here at school, and tickets wiU be available at the Info desk.
We are having an inforrna1ional meeting on Wednesday, March 6 at 6:00 p.m in meeting room 2B ofthe Bryant Center to answer
any and all ofyour questions. Ifyou can not attend this meeting and have questions, please stop by the Senate office during either Tara
or Missy's office hours. Tara is there every Monday and Wednesday from 2-3 p.m. and Missy is there every Tuesday and Thursday
from 10-11 am We are located on the third floor of the Bryant Center.
Good luck on your last set of mid-tenns ever! Have a happy and safe Spring Break!

Women's Rugby
Summer Wallace
Erica Wright
To commemorate the 50th anniver
sary of The Archway, we wanted to give
our readers a brief history ofWomen's
Rugby. Our club began in 1983. We
play schools in surrounding slates. We
have a fall and spring season and our
games are usually on Wednesdays and
Saturdays. We practice everyday on the
field behind the Unistructure from 3:30
to 5:30 p.m. We are always looking for
new members and it is a lot of fun.
First we would like to congratulate
Michelle Henry on her engagement to
Wes. Don't worry, we think your ring is
beautiful. We hope that everyone had
fun on Friday night. Our two rookies,
Chrissy and Mary. received some
brownie points for sticking around. On
the other hand Jess, Jill, and Traci were
MIA the entire night. Next time that we
are practicing stunts, Neglia, never trust
Fambo to catch you, and Puff. please
rememberto wear a helmet. We are glad
that the double-mint twins were able to
makean appearance. Just kiddin' .Guys,
was there a professional dancer at the
party or was itjust one of your rookies?
Mark, your Aunt caIJed. Audra, if you
didn't go home to change, maybe you
wouldn't have been rugby queen. Last
butnotleastwe would like to askLeonard
Gilly to tell his friends to keep their
tomatoes concealed.
Just a reminder that practice will
start Monday at 3:30 p.m. in the field
behind the Unistructure. See you then!

•••••••••••••••••

Smithfield
NO MORE COUPON:i
YOUR ORDER IS AUTOMATICAllY
DISCOUNTED I I

-'

•••••••••••••••••
TEACH ENGUSH IN
EASTERN EUROPE
Conversational English
teachers needed in Prague,
Budapest, and Krakow. No
teaching certificate or European
languages required.
Inexpensive Room & Board +
other benefits. For info. call:
(2fX»971-3680 ext.K50561

•••••••••••••••••
CRUISE SHIPS NOW
JllRING- Earn up to $2,<XX)f./

Sun-Thur.
Frl-Sat

231-7700

11 AM-12 Mid
11 AM-lAM

THAT'S ATHIRD MORE PIZZA THAN THE DOMINATOR
FOR 'THE SAME PRICE I

NIGHT OWL SPECIAL
From Sun-Thurs beteen 1Opm-mld Ilc FrI/Sat11 pm-1 am

~

499

CHICKEN TENDERS
Served with .Hot BBQ or SWeet & Sour Sauce.

$ 3.95

LARGE CHEESE PIZZA FOR ONLY
Add 1 Topping on each for $1

I

2 Medium Chesse Pizza's
Add 1 Topping on each
for .75

a"
2.79

Pepperonl.Sausage, Beet, Ham, Mushrooms
Onion, Green Peppers, Black Olives, Bacon
and Extra Cheese .

LARGE
12"
4.79

ITALIAN GRINDER

BRYANT'S OWN

The Bulldog special

SUBS

MEDIUM

~ 5.99

For only

HELP WANTED
EXTRA INCOME '96
Earn $200-$500
weekly mailing travel
brochures. For more
information send a self
addressed stamped
envelope to: C.c.L.
Travel, P.O. Box 612290,
Miami, FL 33261

HOURS

12' Medium
8 slices

16' Large
12 slices

8,95

11.95

SalamI, Hot Ham, MorfadeDa, Provolone Cheese, italian DreSSing
LeHuce, Onion and tomato.

STEAK &CHEESE
Seasoned Sfeck with Onl9ns, Green Peppers and American Cheese.

MEATBALL & CHEESE

RONZIO CALZONES
SpInach Pie
Spinach PIe Deluxe w/pepperonl + cheese

1.50
2.95

Broccoli Pie
Broccoli PIe Deluxe w/pepperonl + cheese

1.60
2.95

Pig n' Blanket w/sausage & sauce
Pig n' Blanket Deluxe sausage, sauce & cheese
Hom 8: Cheese
Eggplant w/sauce & cheese
Italian Calzone w/pepperonl,sauce, ham
sausage Ilc cheese.
ChIcken Colzone
grilled chIcken w/sauce & cheese
Meatball Colzone meatballs, sauce & cheese

1.95
3.10

a

Steak Cheese Colzone
Additional Items .40 each

Meotbofts w/Provolone or American Cheese Topped with Italian
Sauce and Spices.

CHICKEN PARMESAN

. '

Tender Pieces 01 Battered Chicken Topped WHh italian Sauce and
Your Choice 01 Provolone, AmerIcan or Mozzerella Cheese.

SUPER SIZE IT FOR A $1

3.30
3.75

Super SIze a Medium for a S1 and receive a bog of chips and a can of soda

3.75

Super SIze a Lorge for a $1 and receive 2 bags of chips and 2 cons of soda

3.75

3.75
3.75

TOPPINGS
Extra Cheese
Onion
Green Pepper
Ham
PIneapple

Meatball
Hot Pepper Rings
Mushroom
Pepperoni
Hormel Bacon Broccoli
Anchovy
Sausage
Eggplant
SpInach

Fresh Splnacr,
Fresh Tomato
Grilled ChlckEtl
Black Olive
Steak

BUFFALO WINGS
10 Piece
20 Piece
30 Piece
40 Piece

3.95
6.95
10.95
14.75

Hot or BBQ
Served with Bleu Oleese
orBSQSouce

Cons

.70

PepsI, DIet Pepsi
2 Uter Bottle

1.50

Customer pays sales

tax where applicable.
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SP09(fJ'S
Bulldogs headed to Final Four
by Amy Becker

••••••••••
After winning the last regular
season game and an emotional
quarterfinal round in the NE- \0
Conference Tournament, the Bry
ant Lady Bulldogs are headed to the
final four at Stonehill College this
weekend. This will be the first trip
back to the final four for the Bryant
after a six year hialus and the Bull
dogs are roaring to go .
The Bulldogs ended the regular
season last Thursday with a victory
at home over Assumption 66-59.
Afterbuilding the ir lead to nineteen
in the second half, Bry ant watch it
dwindle 10 six as the Greyhounds
held the Bulldogs scoreless for four
m inutes late in the second half.
Junior Mary Beth Feeney san k two

free throws with four seconds re
maining to secure the victory . Bry
ant was led by senior Liz Davies
who poured in 22 points and pulled
down 10 rebounds with her tenth
double-double of the season. Also
contributing with solid efforts was
senior Heather Lopes with 14 points,
8 assists, and senior Beth Connealy
who finished with 12 points, 5 re
bounds, and 3 steals before re-injur
ing her knee which forced heroutofthe
game and possibly ended her season.
Connealy is also the newest memberof
Bryant's 1000 point d ub. Leading all
scores forthal game was A~sumption' s
Val Brownwith23pOlnLs,induding 15
second half )Xlinl'>.
The n it was time to face
Merrimack in the quarterfinals of
the NE-I 0 Conference Tournament.

Bryant knew heading into this game
it would not be an easy one since
they just recently lost to the War
riors on the road. After poor shoot
ing from the field and numerous
turnovers from both teams, the Bull
dogs knew they had a fight on their
hands . Merrimack came oUl with
hot shooling in the second half and
opened the lead to 9 and was up by
as much as 5 in with 1:44 to go. But
Bryant was not ready to end their
season and picked up their level of
intensity and sent this game to over
time .
In overtime, tbe fact that the Bull
dog defense held Merrimack to just
one basket was instru mental in their
92- 83 victory. Senior Katie Hai k,
who was making her first start of
the season since returning from her

injury set career highs with 25 points
and 12 rebounds. Senior Liz Davies
also added 27 points and became
Bryants all-time leading female
scorer with 1,991 points. Freshman
Nicole Taylor also ended the night
with a career high 10 points. Lynn
Gagliotti led Merrimack with 23
points, including second half points.
The team is looking forward to
this weekend because according to
Head Coach Mary Burke, "This is
what we have worked hard for all
year and we get another opportu
nity to face Bentley on neutral terri
tory. This has been a long tenn goal
since I have taken over the program
.md for the seniors and we need the
emotion , inte nsity, lind con fidence
we played with against Merrimack."
Coach Burke feels that Merrimack

was the one team playing the best
down the.stretch. In the past couple
of weeks, they beat Bentley,
Stonehill, and Bryant and it "shows
the characler of our team for us to
beat them at home."
As far as Connealy's injury , it ' sa
loss both on and off the court. Burke
says, "It's a loss for what she does
for us in tenns of numbers, but she
was a great leader and still is. TJ.:
team knows how much she has sacn
ticed and use her a~ motivation since
they knQlill she is one of the players
responsible for getling us here."
Bryant will face Bentley College
on Friday, March I at 5 :30 al
Stonehill C ollege. Bryant will not
be satisfied with just going 10 play.
They want to win it all and an:
extremely capable of doing so.

Want the Latest in Bryant Sports Information?
Call the Automated Bryant Sports Hotline
232-6736
Press 2 for Intramural Schedules

Press 1 for Intercollegiate Schedules
Press 3 for Sports Complex Informatiuon

Press 4 for Sport Club Information

Bryant 3 on 3 Cballeoee
(Come Test your skills against the best Bryant has to offer in this 3 on 3 Basketball Tournament.
(Four Division-So everyone can play!
(Trophies and T-Shirts for the Winners!
($12 a Team- Only $8 a team if regi tered by March 7,1996.
(Every team is guaranteed 3 games.
(proceeds benefit& Charity.
(Tournament will be held in late March or early April.
Registration Form

Team Name:
Division;
Competitive
Captain:
Name:
Age:
Sex:

Recreational Co-Ed
Player 2
Name:
Age:
Sex:

Women
Player 3
Name:

Yr.:

Yr.:

Height:
Weight:
Phone:
Box:

Height:
Weight:
Phone:
Box:

Age:
Sex:
Yr.
Height:
Weight:
Phone:
Box:

Si&nature:

Si&oatu re :

SiWature:

RULES:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7,
8.

First team to reach 18 points straight up wins or team that is ahead after 30 minutes.
Every basket counts as 1 points, and baskets from behind the 3 point line count as 2.
Teams have responsibility of keeping score themselves.
CaB your own fouls.
Each team is given two timeouts for each game.
Any unsportsman-like conduct will result in immediate dismissal from the tournament.
When game is completed, both team captains have to sign the score card.
Seedings,will be detenninedthrough random drawing.

Tum registration form in to the Office of Residence Life (Hall 6), or to Le Tien (BOX 2858)

Player 4
Name:
Age:
Sex:

Yr.:
Height:
Weight:
Phone:
Box:

Simature :

Thursday, February 29. 1996
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Men's Basketball

Le Tien
Spans Editor

ends season
Jeffrey Kelly
Tke men's basketball team com
pleted their season this past week
end at the NE-I 0 tournament, held
at Stoutenburgh Gymnasium on
the campus of
Saint Anselm
College. TIle #4
seeded Bulldogs
won their first
round game , but
bowed out in the
semi-finals
against # I seed
Saint Anselm .
#5
seed
Stonehill was
Bryant's first
round foe. The
teams had split
their season se
ries, with each winning on their
home court. Bryant l~a me out strong
behind the 14 first half points of
Noel Watson and the strong play of
Marc Mulherin . Going into half
ti me with a 9 point lead. the Bull
dogs looked to be cruising.
Thc first 10 minutes of the sec 
oml hal r was more of the same. as
the Bulldogs opened up a 15 point
lead . Howe ver, the Chieftai ns were
dOlermined to gel back in the game.
Holdin g the Bulldogs scoreless
from 10:45 to 5:59 , Stonehill se

Memory Lane

nior Adrian Machado, in the midst
ofone of the worst offensive games
in his career, tied the game at 66
with a three point basket at 1:31.
However, junior Herman Thomas
once again came through in the
clutch, delivering
on ajump shot with
8.6 seconds left to
provide the 68-66
win for Bryant.
The semi-finals
were a toughertest
for Bryant, as the
Hawks of Saint
Anselm were play
ing in front of their
standing room
only gym of 1,100
fans. Jumping out
to a 47-35 haltime
lead, the Hawks
were victorious . 100-81 . Foul
trouble plagued the Bulldogs all
game as Watson lead the team with
18 points. TIlOmas and Jerome Grier
fi nished the night with 17 apiece.
On a higher note. Noel Watson
was named second team ali-confer
ence. The Ju nior fro m Danielson,
Connectic ut averaged 16 points per
game includ ing a season high 01"29
against New Hampshire College.
This season Watson became the 24th
player in the program ' s hi story to
reach the 1,000 point plateau .

Fifty years? As The Archway
celebrates a half century ofpubliea
tion, I am left wondering how the
world of sports have changed dur
ing this time. Back in 1946, every
thing seemed to be under control.
Athletes were playing sports be
cause they loved the game and not
for the multi-million dollar salaries
of today . Athlete were loyal to their
teams fifty years ago. today they
jump from team to team in search of
more money and more endorse
ments. Fifty years ago, athletes re
spected their coaches; today, more
or less. the athletes feel that they

know it all.
But sports did have its bright
moments. Who could forget about
the home run hit by Kirk Gibson in
the ' 88 World Series or how
Villanova won the NCAA Champi
onship over heavy favorite
Georgetown? Did you ever find
yourself as emtional as you were
when the USA Hockey team de
feated the Soviet Union in the 1980
Winter Olympics or when Magic
announced that he was infected with
the HIV virus and had to retire from
the NBA ? Did you cry? I did.
Do you remember pure domi
nance of Dream Team I, and the
UCLA Bruins in the John Wooden
era. Where you when you tirst saw
Michael Jordan dunk and then pick

up a baseball bat? And how can we
,ever forget the dramatic battles be
tween Larry Bird and Magic
Johnson for th e NBA crown in
the '80 ' s . Can you recall those
lazy summer days when you
would spend a Saturday play
ing catch with your father, or
when he took you to the ball
park and you got a chance to see
your favorite player in action?
And do you remember your first
stri keout , your first basket , your
first touchdown, your first ace.
your first spike, your first goal.
your first swim meet, track meet
or tennis match? Those were
the good old days.
Fifty years! Where did it all
go? Where will we go?

TheArcb a Fa
Send your Top
Ten Poll to
The Archway,
Box 7, or stop by
our office on the
second floor of
the Mac.

ntramural Basketball Standings
s of February 27, 1996

II

1. Kentucky
2. Kansas
3_ UMass
4. UConn
5. Georgetown
6. Cincinatti
7. Texas Tech
8. Villanova
9. Purdue
to. Syracuse
This week 's Top Ten comes from Rick Bole
ick is a Sophomore from West Yarmouth, nd is
Jnajoring in Marketing.

I

Pts.

5-0
4-0
4-1
4-1
4-2

10

5-0
5-1
5-1
4-0
4-1
4-2

10
10
10

8
8
8
8
3-0 6

eirut Bombers

ad Scraps
eally B ad

8
8
8

4-0 8
lazers
E:anned H ams
Ivetrans
og Pound
reen Wave

3-1 6

3-2
3-2
3-2
2-1

6
6
6
4

Liz became Bryant's all-time leading scorer
n women's basketball with 1,991 points. Her
7 point effort last Monday night helped Bryant
ink Merrimack in overtime. Liz has also be
amed First Team All-Conference. Congratu
ations Liz!

Thursday, February 29, 1996
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SPORT HIGHLIGHTS

Tuda,nTs
S~;\~,"~

QUESTION OF
THE MONTH

With the winter season still
clamping on us baskdball is cur
All students are invited to an
rently holding the sporting live
swer the "Question of the Month'"
light at Bryant.
that will appear in each issue of
Anyone who yearns for plenty
the ATchway, The answers are to
of excitement has only to pay a
be written in not more than 25
visit to the Bryant auditorium any
wOrds . signed by the students and
(The
staff
cOTdially
invites
you
Jokes in other books remind us afternoon, except Friday.
deposited in the ' News box.
Whereas, last year, we were to paTticipate in this column by
That we have some bum ones too.
A wide variety of all the an
sending
in
yOUT
letteTS
to
the
limited in man-power, this year
Blame yourself-they'd have
.swers received will be selected and
EditoT
.
)
"there is sufficient number of men
been better
published in the next issue.
attending the college to permit
If you had handed in a few.
The question for this month is:
Dear
Editor:
plenty
of
intra-mural
competition
• • •
WHAT DO YOU THINK OF THE
I wish to extend to you and to the
John brought home his report for both boys and girls alike.
The boys intra-mural league is staff, my best wishes for a success COLLEGE ASSEMBLIES?
card, and with it was a letter from
the Dean. "Dear Mrs. Blank," the now in full swing with four good ful paper. I know as well as the
letter said. "John is a smart stu teams battling each other each majority of the other students Dear Editor:
dent but he spends aU of his time Monday afternoon beginning at know, that what Bryant needs most
Would it be possible for you to
with the girls. I'm trying to think 3:15 p. m. Teams representing each is a good college paper. More pow tell me if we do have a Student
of the college fraternities plus an er to you!
-C. W.
of some way to cure him."
Council and if we do why isn't it
Mrs. Blank studied the note, then independent team, have played
doing something in-behalf of the
Results To the Editor:
wrote the Dean the following. through the first round.
students. I think that it woul(t be
"Dear Mr, B.A.: If you find some have been fairly close with Tau
Is it true that the college news a' lot better if it would do some
Epsilon
Fraternity
showing
the
way to cure him, please let me
paper will be published by and for thing instead of arguing all the
way.
know. I am having the same trou
the
students, without any outside time.
Thus far the Tau Epp-ers have
ble with his old man.
not been beaten but are being intervention? If this is true, I know (Editor's note: Yes, Bryant Col
• • •
lege has a Student Council and
challenged with every inch of the that for one, I will help and con
an active one at that. I suggest
Priest : Valeff, you asked me to way by the flying Indies and the tribute to the paper all that I can
that you see John Linda, Presi
pray for Anna Bell last Sunday. Teddy Bears. Beta Iota Beta have and I think that the rest of the
dent of the council for further
Would you like me to repeat the as yet to past there initIal win but students will.
-B. T.
information. )
pray this Sunday?
with the addition of a couple of (Editor's note: Yes, it is true that
"The Archway" is published by
Valeff : No thanks; Anna Bell won new players are beginning to of
and for the students. I hope that
last Monday at 7 to 1.
fer some' real resistance.
not only you, but all of the stu
•
•
•
John Borelli and Joe Donatelli
dents will contribute to the pa
Girls worry about their hats and of the Teddy Bears and Miles
I contemplate on writing
per. )
their shoes. Between the two there's Boothe and Ray Keller of Tau Ep
Verses of delight,
enough to worry anybody.
silon are battling for the indi
• • •
vidual scoring lead.
Editor:
But happy thoughts come spurting
Freshman : "I've added' those fig
These
boys,
together
with
I think that it would be a good To my paper white
ures up ten times Sir."
several others. h~ve shown some idea if you had a column in the
Math Prof.: "Go'od!"
clever ball handlmg, as ~ell as [' paper in which any jokes submit Only when my heart is free
Freshman: "And here are the ten ,' plen~y of .dead eye shootmg and ted by the students would be pub From banal cares-earthly woe.
S· '"
makmg skIll.
lished
-W. V.
answers, Ir..
•
•
On Tuesday, Wednesday and (Edit~r's note : That is exactly Escape my patterns of glee!
M G I k'
' Thursday afterooon the girls intra-I what the "Student's Corner" is What design? I do not know.
N o t so i
<,>ng ago . r. us I was mural league swings into action. '
By Barbara Feldman
seen ~alkmg to hIS office, after Thrills and spills are plentiful.
for.)
correc~mg ~ome tests, with a gla~sy
With the first round of play just
- - - - - -- - - - -- - - stare m hIS eyes. After some m about over Harriet Hall still has promlsmg varsity candidates, Lu
quiring it wa~ lct!,'ned that the an yet to taste defeat.
Each of the ciUe Gotsell of Bryant Hall with
swer was a SImple one. Ed Butler other teams has broken into the a point total of 39 points and
received 93 in a Cost Accounting win column with the result that Millie Valenta of Eldridge Hall
Compliments of
Exam. We hope that Mr. Gulski has the league leaders are being hard with 32.
fully recovered from the shock by pressed to stay on top.
Team tryouts for the girls var
now.
Alice O'Day, of the top notch sity team are expected to be held
•
•
•
Harriet Hall sextet, is currently soon. The above mentioned scor
Q.-"What is a female shopper?" setting the pace for individual ing leaders, together with several
A.-"A female shopper is a wom ~coring honors with 42 points.
other promising candidates, are ex
'
I t y 0 f competition in pected to form the nucleous of this
Offermg
an who can hurry through a depart
pen
ment store aisle 18 inches wide the scoring parade are two other year's Bryant sextet.
Coach Dickerman has already
Where good food
without brushing against the piIed
scheduled a home series with
up glassware, and then drive home
Dinner Guest: "Will you please Clark University of Worcester,
is always served
and knock the doors off a 12 foot pass the nuts."
Massachusetts and plans are being
garage.
Absent-minded Prof: "Yes, I sup formulated for several games with
•
•
•
pose so--but I really should funk other colleges including Rhode
Midnight came and "wow, wow, most of them."
Island State.
WALDORF _ _ _ _-,.
• • •
wow," and another "wow" came
A team rooting section helps
from the baby. "Four bawls and I
State Cop: "Hey you pull over." lend the necessary support that
walk" groaned baseball ' minded
Herb Page: "I wasn't speeding spurs a team on to win. They in
For
George Kane as he slid out of bed. was I officer?"
spire a team with fighting spirit.
State Cop : "No, just flYing too These
intra-mural
basketball
• • •
FORMAL
games provide plenty of excite
Just because a man chooses a low."
ment
and
fun
for
all.
They
would
•
•
•
woman for a mate doesn't neces
DANCES
Your editor-in-Chief is like the be much more exciting with a good
sarily make him the captain.
electric fan,: Buzzes away all day, rooting section on the side lines.
• • •
To Hire
Even though you omit a partici
What happened to that F.B.I. man and blows off a lot of wind, but pant, how about lending a little
never
says
anything.
we had in Bryant College? Was he
N-E-W
support to your team. Watch the
• • •
called off the case or did the fel
schedules which are posted well in
DEFINITIONS
lows scare him off!
TUXEDOS
Hollywoods-The land of yes advance of the scheduled games,
• • •
and when your team plays come
men and acqui-yes girls.
After a terrific struggle, a law
OveTheaTd comment on modeTn over to the auditorium and shout
II student finally finished his exam ist aTchitectuTe: It's my pet ab your head off.
ination paper, and then at the end hortion.
wrote: "Dear Professor
?:
Definition of intoxicationS-To
If you sell any of my answers to feel sophisticated and not be able
Young China
the funny papers I expect you to to pronounce it.
Men's FOTmal WeaT-Excluaivelu
Restaurant
split 50-50 with me."
Schoolboy wisdom (from an ex
250 Warren Ave
• • •
amination paper) :--.:.A pasive verb
212 Union Street
Then there's the absent-minded is one in which the subject is the
East Providence
professor who pinched the coed sufferer, such as, "He was married
Tel. East Provo 0037
_ _ _...J
L-_ _......_ _...........;;...........;...;..;..;.......;_ _.J ' - - - - - Cor. Weybollet
to see if he was awake.
to her."

A POEM

I

Bryant Cafteria

Waldorf Clothing Co.

-~
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SUMMER SERENADE
The 'time: a sultry summer day
The scene: beneath the sun
The character is you or I
.
Now, curtain lights, Act one
(In moaning Tone) " I'm burning
hot
Oh, why, oh why, oh why
Can' t it be freezing cold and hot
The middle of July'?"
The calendar has thinned since
then,
Along with it the air.
Can it be you who stamps his
feet
And mutters in despair
"A matador could use my nose,
My feet are frozen blue;
If only it were summer now
I'd have no cause to rue."
(The Classical Review)

-J ustice O'Connell
(Continued from Page 2)
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Song of a Scholar

A FRIEND
Many hours spent
In friendly walks
Made dear to me
By our frank talks

Tune: Thanks for the Memories

Thanks for the memories
Of rowes and rowes of X's
Your Southern drawl from Texas,
And how we sat and stared
While you looked at us and glared,
How awful it was.
And thanks for the memories
Of hour exams at four,
Of struggles worse than war,
And once you gave me 22,
But never any more
So thank you so much.
Long lines are driving me crazy,
At interest rates I'm pretty bad,
My poor whirling brain has gone
hazy,
And pretty soon, I shall go mad.
So thanks, for the memories
Though you were such a dear,
You never made math clear
I still can't understand it,
And the end is drawing near
So thank you so much .

A bit of a song
In my memory
Whenever heard
Means you to me.
The lilt of your voice
Heard o'er the phone
Makes me wish
You were my own .
But just a smile
Whene'er we meet
Is all I ask
For life complete
My love for you
Grows like a vine
But fate is cruel
You'll ne'er be mine.
So if to you
I won't belong
Give me your smile
It can't be wrong.
My' broken heart
Will some day mend,
And still you 'll be
My dearest friend.

according to where the Superior
A
d h C
Court is convening.
- - roun
t e
ampus
Five judges sit on the Supreme
(Continued from Page 2)
Court bench. They do not try cases
bllt merely pass on judical points I this sorority at Bryant. For the
and review questions of law, aris- past two years Sigma Iota Beta
ing from other judges interpreta- has been very successful in all the
tion and judgments.
social events it has held .
(Continued ftom Page II
The Probate Co~rt, of which ~me . On February 16. 1946, there will I
is found in Provldence appolllts I be a dance at Bryant gym SPO!l
This large enrollment in Feb
ad ministrators of estates also sored by Sigma Iota Beta and her
guardians, adoptions and other brother fraternity Beta Iota Beta. ruary will affect the number of
similar cases.
The music will be furnished by students coming in September.
The Police Court is the lowest Tommy Masso and his orchestra, Places in September enrollment
court found in the judical gover~- admission will be 75 cents.
h ld
fo
t
t k' g
ment.
The main function of thls
In February of 1944 this soror are e
open
r ve erans a 1Il
court is to punish violations of city ity was organized by a group of the refresher course ; therefore the
ordindances.
five girls.
The membership has fact that the veterans refresher
Judge O'Connell went on further since increased to forty-five mem course is the largest to ever hold
to explain some of the point of law bel's.
This
sorority
accepts classes and with the number of
in regard to accident cases.
pledges every six months, in Feb students taking the reguiar courses
He stated a hypothetical case ruary and in September at a semi will naturally limit the number of
where Smith and Jones are ap annual "Rush Party " held in the students to be accepted in Sep
proaching an intersection.
Smith gym.
tember to a lower mark than it
coming from the east while Jones
The present officers of Sigma ever been before.
is approaching from the north. I Iota Beta are President, Mary
The result of this large enroll
Both parties collide and Smith re- . Coccia;
Vice-President,
Emma ment can easily be visioned. Pro
~eives the worst of the accident Bianchi;
Secretary, Vivian
La fessors are going to be busier than
consequently he sues Jones and be Fucia, Theasurer, Mary Dederian. ever with rambunctious students,
comes the plaintiff,
Smith seeks In February there is to be a new the checkers are going to have
recovery from damages arising election of officers.
more papers to check, and the caf
from the negligence of Jones for
eteria is gOing to be fuller than be
$5000.
Since Smith is the plain
There are two things to aim at fore. Although this enrollment will
tiff the burden of proving that the in life; first to get what you want· probably not affect each of us per
accident was caused by. the .negli and after that to enjoy it.
Onl; so~ally, we will, no doubt, be congence of Jones rests wlth hlm. If
"
I SClOUS of more arms and new
Jones, the defendeiit, can also the wlsest achleve the second.
,faces. We will be answering more
prove to the satisfaction of the
• • •
questions about the College and its
court that Smith, the plaintiff was
Now . comes the story of the ab faculty but never-the-less the new
also negligent, then Smith cannot sent-mmded professor who rolled students will rec-eive a hand of
recover any damages.
under a dresser and waited for his welcome when they start their ' col
In closing Justice emphasized collar button to find him.
lege life at Bryant.
In closing Justice O'Connel em
I - - - - - - -.-- - - - - phasized the fact that since some
day we all may have the oppor
tunity to serve on a jury or in
some other way help to keep the
HeadquarteTs JOT
wheels of justice moving, we all
Compliments of
should know a few important
things about our law. By knowing
those few things it will help us to
be better citizens and for the days
BRYANT JEWELRY,
ahead America will need good citi
zens more than she ever needed
them.

-New Enrollment

I.

Stationery and Pennants

Your editor-in-Chief is like the
electric fan: Buzzes away all day,
and blows off a lot of wind but
never says anything.

The 

Archway Boosters
Elaine Shapiro
Joan Murley
Ellie Arazaniewicz
Joy Grabfelder
Sue Cummings
Sylvia Cash
Doris L. Eliason
Selma Rubin
Etta Haberman
Barbara Grinnell
Mrs. Robert Dutton
Anna Teresa Pino
Mrs. Williams
Alice Falugo
Nanny Suarez
Dell Burnham
Gloria Rigali
Charlotte V. Olson
OIly Jobnson
Ba bs Old ha m
Jean Ballard
Raymond W. Boynton, Jr.
"Red" Brisson
Bob "Deacon" Mullaly
Ozzie Orzouyan (T. E p )
Mick Peter Pintanalli, Jr.
··Sully" (T. Ep)
Walter Gavitt, Jr.
Tony Perri
Bill Keith
Esther Rossoni
Catherine Houser
Ray and Betty
Ellen Bonne,r,
Dick Pierce
"Jay Tee Todd"
Milt Bolton
Rickey Reamon
Jack Gregory
Compliments oj the

BROWN BEAR SHOP
Fountain-Good Food
Low PTices

Thayer & Benevolent St.

Best Wishes to the

ARCHWAY STAFF
For a successful paper
from

PHI SIGMA NU
FRATERNITY

Order your out of town
Valentine Flowers

A FRIEND

Early!

is at

C'orsages a Specialty
Complimen ts of

WALTER L. GAVITT

MACK'S INC.
Thayer St.

Providence

PAGE POTTER INC.
Thayer S t.

Providence

